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Abstract 
The level spacing distribution of the two dimensional harmonic oscillator is investigated. 
By obtaining an explicit expression for the spacings, it is observed that the distribution 
is unstable under the semi-classical limit h -+ 0. 
By defining a suitable average, a distribution stable under h -* 0 is obtained. Exact 
expressions are obtained for values of the oscillator frequency ratio including the golden 
mean,, - and . Comparisons are made between these analytic results and the 
numerical ones in the paper of Berry and Tabor [1]. 
For a certain class of ratio, including the case 	a delta function is found for the 
averaged spacingdistribution. This is a fractal set shown to have Hausdorif dimension 
4 as a subset of possible ratios. 
The case of generic frequency ratio is also studied for which a closed formula is found 
for the averaged level spacing distribution. Comments on the distribution follow. 
For the harmonic oscillator of general dimension i it is shown that the initial value of 
the level spacing distribution is C(n)''. Reasons for the conjecture that the distribution 
will be (monotonically) decreasing are also given. 
By employing a method used in the system above, it is shown for the particle in a 
two dimensional box, with certain possible box dimensions, that the spacing distribution 
is distinct from the Poisson one associated with the system. 
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1.1 The general problem 
The following work is largely applied mathematical, with most of the results being ap-
plications of number theory to the quantum mechanics of integrable systems. Although 
the motivation of the results are from aspects of chaos in quantum mechanics, the prob-
lems investigated can be regarded in purely number theoretic terms, as indicated further 
below. 
When studying dynamical systems on the macroscopic scale, i.e. classical level, 
the linearity or nonlinearity of the system gives rise to integrable and possibly chaotic 
systems respectively with various mixed states between. When the system is studied at 
the microscopic level quantum mechanics is involved. The main tool is Schrödinger's 
equation, which is linear. The question then arises as to how the nonlinear properties 
of classical systems disappear in the transition to the quantum level, and what clues 
the quantized system give towards the behavior of the originating classical system. The 
semi-classical limit is one possible link which arises as follows. 
For a classically bounded system a discrete set of energy eigenvalues for the quan-
tized system is obtained for which the statistics have been extensively studied. One of 
such statistical measures is the level spacing distribution. Here the spacings between 
consecutive levels are first normalized to have an average of unity and then the chance 
of randomly selected spacings occuring over various intervals produces the probability 
distribution. 
Certain universality classes of distributions have been observed corresponding to the 
type of classical system of interest. A classically chaotic system has statistics associated 
with those of the eigenvalues of certain random matrix classes. For a system with time 
reversal invariance the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble of real symmetric matrices exists. 
Without the invariance, the Gaussian unitary ensemble of complex Hermitian, matrices 
is found; see for example [2]-[5]. For a classically integrable system the Poisson-ian 
statistics of random systems have been observed. This last class of distribution has 
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been derived analytically in Berry and Tabor [1]. For the sake of completeness, this is 
outlined in section 1.2. 
For a classically integrable system the spacing distribution can be introduced in the 
following manner. The physical system will have a Hamiltonian H(p, q) dependent upon 
2f momentum and position coordinates p and q respectively. For integrable systems, 
phase space can be parameterized by action and angle coordinates ] and a respectively, 
in which the Hamiltonian becomes dependent upon the action coordinates I only, so has 
an f variable dependency; see for example [1], [6]. Quantization then occurs as follows. 
Then making the substitution i: = hj +/3 into the Hamiltonian H(I) and 
Em =H(hrn+13), 	 (1.1) 
where the values Em are quantized energy values whenever m is part of the integer 
lattice (Fig. 2.1). The values fi are known as Maslov indices, which do not change value 
for a particular system. As it is the spacings between consecutive levels that are being 
studied, they can be taken as zero. This is known as the E.B.K. quantization; see [6], 
[7] for more details. For systems that will be investigated, the components of I are all 
non-negative, so that only lattice points with non-negative coordinates are of interest. 
The energy surfaces in I space fill out the space from the origin with increasing 
energy to form a family of distinct surfaces. Thus denote U as the (hyper)volume 
enclosed by the surface and the boundaries of the positive 2 1-ant (from here on referred 
to as the positive quadrant), then the energy E is a monotonic increasing function of 
U. Then it is possible to label the values of energy and volume at which a lattice point 
is intersected by the surface (with multiplicity where the spectrum is degenerate) as E1 
and U. respectively, where E1+1 ~! E, and U 1 > U. 
_Now consider the unit lattice. Over an interval of energy LE the number of lattice 
points moved through by the energy surface wifi be best estimated as the change in 
volume AU. Thus the normalization factor required to give an average spacing of unity 
wifi be . Then, from the Taylor expansion, for large enough U 
- U1 (E11 - E1) 
dU 
-, 	 (1.2) dE 
represents the spacing at the lattice point passed through, provided that E(U) behaves 
sensibly (not exponentially divergent for example). The semi-classical limit U - cc 
(which is equivalent to h -+ 0 from above) is taken and questions related to the level 
spacing probability distribution can be addressed. - 
The problems described above are equivalent to the following number- theoretic 
problem. Take the unit lattice M in the positive quadrant of the plane (highr dimen-
sional cases are similar) and take a family of surfaces H(E(rn)) such that as E -+ cc the 
surface moves through all the lattice points, moving to infinity, for example in Fig. 2.1 
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the surface is a straight line. Now define U(E()) as the area enclosed by the surface 
and the axes. As E increases the surface will move through the lattice points, which 
can be labelled in order (with multiplicity) as 
0 =Uo<U1:5U2:!~ U3<..., 
Then the values U +1  — U1  represent spacings, which will have average unity since U is 
the area, and a probability distribution of the spacings can be defined in the following 
manner. Firstly put 
P(s, U)s 
= j 	P(s, U)ds = 
1
y#{U1IU1+1 - U1 E (s, s + is), U1 !~ U}, 
then the level spacing probability distribution is defined as 
P(s) = lim P(s, U). 
Berry and Tabor [1] apply the method of stationary phase to obtain P(s) = e' (see 
1.2). The proof however assumes amongst other things a curved energy surface in phase 
space, convex from above. For harmonic oscillators the surface is fiat and the method 
breaks down. This thesis is largely a continuation of [1] and that of Pandey et. al. [8], 
[9], in which it has been observed that harmonic oscillators have level repulsion and 
no fixed spacing distribution for the semi-classical limit of h —+ 0, i.e. limu., P(s, U) 
does not exist. The average over energy limu f' P(s, U)dU was also shown to have 
oscillatory behavior. 
This problem, although similar, is distinct from the classical circle and triangle 
problems, and have limited bearing on each other. The surface forming the main ob-
ject of study is the line; this is equivalent to studying the behavior of successive terms 
t = ma + n as t increases, where m and n are non-negative integers and a is a con-
tinuous (fixed) parameter. The distribution will be seen to oscillate as U - oo and 
an alternative distribution will be defined that converges for various types of a. This 
surface represents the harmonic oscillator in two dimensions. The other type of surface 
that is studied is that of the ellipse, which will also be seen to be non-convergent under 
certain circumstances. This is equivalent to the system of a particle trapped in a box 
(or infinite well), which is a curved surface, as are those studied by Berry and Tabor [1], 
where the generic distribution e 8 is derived, as indicated above. 
Note that for chaotic systems and mixed systems, no such parameterization of an 
action angle space exists. In the mixed KAM systems, for example, although se-me in-
variant tori do exist that could possibly be parameterized by f coordinates, in between 
lie chaotic horseshoe structures that fill out phase space and so defy any sueh coordi-
nate scheme. Thus the quantization procedure is unworkable, and the resulting theory 
inapplicable. 
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In the next chapter an explicit formulation for the spacings of the two dimensional 
harmonic oscillator (from here on referred to as the TDHO) is derived and the level 
spacing distribution shown to be unstable in both perturbation of the ratio and under 
the limit U -p oo. An example to illustrate this unstable behavior is given, using the 
fact that oscillators with commensurate frequencies have a delta function as the spacing 
distribution. The method used can also be applied to the system of a particle trapped 
in a square well of certain proportions, meaning the distribution does not follow the 
behavior of a Poisson process (i.e. F(s) = e') under certain conditions. This is ex-
plained in Chapter 6. Reasons for, and an explicit derivation of, a stable distribution is 
then defined. In Chapter 3 the newly defined distribution is found for various examples 
including the golden mean, where large level repulsion is found, i.e. the spacing distribu-
tion is zero at spacing zero. This is expected as the golden mean is the furthest from the 
rationals (in the continued fractional sense), where the distribution is a delta function 
(i.e. maximal level attraction). A delta function is also obtained for a large class of a 
which includes the value 1 . This set of a is dense and has the dust like structure of 
the Cantor set and so the fractal Hausdorif dimension is of interest. This is shown to 
be 1  in Section 3.3. The distribution is then derived in the generic case and a closed 
form given in Chapter 4, some of the calculation being given in appendices. This result 
is the one of most physical relevance. In Chapter 5 oscillators of higher dimensions are 
studied. The continued fraction theory that was applied in two dimensions exists in 
higher dimensions. This is the Jacobi-Perron generalization [19]. The possibilities of us-
ing this theory to obtain the spacing distributions in higher dimensions are not explored 
in this thesis. Instead, the method employed is to average over the frequencies. The 
spacing distribution in two dimensions is shown to match that obtained by the previous 
methods (for s < 1), but for higher dimensions all that can be said is that the average 
distribution has a maximum initial value of P(0) = C(n) 1 . 
1.2 Analysis of the generic problem 
Here the word generic is in reference to a generally integrable system, i.e. a system 
such that the invariant tori in phase space are curved under action coordinates and such 
that natural parameters of the system are chosen to be outside a (badly behaved) set of 
measure zero. In the system of a particle trapped in a box for example, the length of the 
sides of the box are the parameters, which under random perturbation would be generic 
(i.e. transcendental etc.). The surfaces in action space are elliptic in this case. For the 
following analysis, the restriction on the surfaces is that they are curved in action space, 
with action coordinates (i.e. momentum coordinates) always positive. Berry and Tabor 
then proceed as follows. 
As described above, the surface will bound (hyper)volume U in (positive) action 
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space. The volume enclosed by the surface that passes through m can be denoted as 
U(rn). Then U(j) for f—integer vectors m will give spacing U(') - U(m) where rn' 
is the next lattice point passed through. The scaled level density is defined as 
P(U) = 	> 	- 	 (1.3) 
{JU(J<U} 
which will be transformed via the Poisson summation formula. 
Lemma 1.0.1 (Poisson summation formula) 
Let f be a suitably integrable, real valued function defined on rn space. Then 
f(fll) = 	J 
where the integral is over all x space. 
Proof For a proof, see [20]. 	 0 
Applying this Lemma to (1.3) gives 
P(U) = E 4rn6(U - 
Note that the term M = 0 gives the mean level density unity and the terms M 54 0 give 





which together yields 
.p(U) p(U) - 1 = 	f djji5(1 - 	 >: PM(U) 	(1.5) 
The delta function confines the integral to the surface U(m) = 1, denoted as S. Then 
parameterizing the f - 1—dimensional surface by {j, .., tj...i} reduces the integral to 
' 
	
PM(U) = / dp 	 (1.6) 
As indicated in the first section it is the semi-classical limit U -+ 0° that is of interest, 
so U can be treated asymptotically. For large U the integral oscillates rapidly aver the 
surface and the dominant contributions occur where the phase is stationary at it = PM, 
i.e. where - 
Om 
M.=0. 	 (1.7) 
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Now consider the evaluation of I v U(m(it))I. The change in U between the point mM 
and (1 + E)mM, using the scaling law (1.4), is 
dU U((l+E)mM)—U(m) = U((l+E)mM)— 1 =(1+E)1 —1 cf. 
The normal distance between the two surfaces passed through, i.e. surfaces U = 1 and 
U = 1 + dU, is (using (1.7)) 
dl = £ i.rn, 
giving gradient 
dU 	I 
dl Iv 	LrnM 
Then applying the method of stationary phase to the integral (1.6) yields 
t 	(f—i)] i[2 M.rn M U - 4 II.rn 	e 7r 
pM(U) = fU'filMl(I_1)
/det () Lm im  
For large U, over large ranges, the amplitude of pm(U) is smooth and approximately 
constant, as is the wave number, so putting U = U0 + V where 1 4Z V < U0 enables the 
following definitions 
pM(Uo + V) = 	 (1.8) 
where 
IM4IIMI 	Ii 	fO2lIm ' I 
i AM(U o ) = 	 Idet ____
OjIjOttj M= 
2irM. m 
kL( o) = 
I Uo 
and 
M(Uo) = 21rM.rnMU - (f - 1). 
Next define the function 
00 [J(K) = - dWe"'_L_p_(U_o_  +_ _V_)_Xp_(_U_o  _+_  V_  _+_  W), - (1.9)ir Jc,  
where the average is taken over V, which on substitution of (1.5) and (1.8) reduces to 
11(K) = 	A m ( Uo ) 25(K - KM(Uo )). 	 (1.10) 
Next define the function g(L) as follows. Let g(A)dA be the probability of finding a 
level in the range (U + i, U + A + dix), given that there is a level at U. Then 
= the average over all U(m) of E 5(, - (U(') - U(rn))),  
which can be seen to be equivalent to 
00 
iA 1 g(L) = 1 + f dKe'1 (rJ(K ) - ), 	 (1.12) oo 
by substituting (1.9) as follows 
= 1— b(A) + p(Uo + V)ip(Uo + V + W), 
but p(U) = E. 6(U - U(rn)) - 1 and the mean p = 1 so 
= -) + E E 6(U0 + V - U(rn1 ))5(Uo  + V  + z - U(rn2)). 
1 RI2 
The term —t(L) is cancelled by the terms obtained from Mi = rn2 giving 
g(L) = E 5(U + V - U(rn1 )) 	 8(z - (U(rn 2 ) - U( 1 ))), 	 (1.13) 
MIL 	 MIOM2 
so taking the average over a large range L of V with N L levels yields 
Uo +V—U(rn 1 )) = 
Hil 
L IL  dV>5(Uo + V - 
{ 1 TUo- 1 <U(rn 1 )<Uo+J} 
the average over all U(rn1 ), 
which together with (1.13) yields (1.11) as stated above. Now the spacing distribution 
function F(s) is introduced. The probability that the next level is in (U + ,s, U + s + ds) 
is 
P(s)ds = P(level in ds)P(no level in (U, U + s)). 
Then from the definition of g(L) 
F(level in ds) = g(s)ds, 
and 
P(no level in (U, U + s)) = 
1,00 
 P(z)di, 
which together solve to give 
F(s) = g(s)efo'. 
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Note from (1.12) that if fl(K) = 	and g(i) = 1 then P(s) = e 8 as-postulated. 
Then using (1.9), the sum can be approximated by an integral since the terms AM(U0) 
and KM(UO ) are smooth functions for large U0 . Also, using the scaling law (1.4), the 
dependence on U0 can be factored out leaving 
1 	d1M 
()2 	
6 (i - 11 (K) = j;if IMI'' Idet ( 21 )I  atsiapi 




Now write m for Imm I and w for iz.  As M varies, so will m , so the integral over 
can be substituted fro an integral over w to give an integral over surface U = 1 
d1 'w 	mwSZ 
o .I - 
= i I jdet (0mP  I 0P 8 j / 
If local Cartesian coordinates 77 = (71) ... 1 77f - 1 )  are now introduced in the tangent hyper-
plane to the contour at w, instead of the curvilinear coordinates j  then 
(O2R mw\ 
det deti 	I = 	
( anj
—J = — 
\ OfLjOj J J 	0 
which gives 
f[(K)= 
Now projecting along the element of tangential (hyper)area d, whose normal lies 
along fl gives an area element normal to w, i.e. 
Idiw.l= m''IdwJ, 
so 
fl(K)—(Jd I 'wm/ (w)). 
But the quantity in the brackets is the hyper-volume of the quadrant enclosed by the 
contour U = 1, which is unity, giving fl(K) = 1 , as required, thus giving F(s) = e 8 . 
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1.3 Initial analysis of following problems 
In the previous section the level spacing distribution for integrable systems of a very 
general nature was seen to be the Poisson distribution, following the derivation of Berry 
and Tabor [1]. One important family of systems excluded from this, are the harmonic 
oscillators. The energy surfaces of these systems are flat, so the method of stationary 
phase breaks down as there is no stationary point on the surface to get a main con-
tribution. These spacing distributions of these systems are studied in their own right 
in Chapters 2-5. For the systems of a particle trapped in box shaped infinite wells, an 
analysis is done in Chapter 6. Thus a more detailed analysis of the energy surface of 
these systems is required. 
Consider first the f—dimensional harmonic oscillator. If the frequencies of the oscil-
lations are w, then the system has classical Hamiltonian 
H = 	(i 2 + 
To find the quantized energy values two methods can now be used. One would be to find 
solutions to Hamilton's equations and transform coordinates into action-angle variables 
from which the values can be directly obtained by the EBK quantization procedure, as 
indicated in section 1.1, or Schrödinger's equation can be solved directly, the eigenvalues 
of the solutions giving the energy values. See [6] or [7] for more details. The second 
method is used here. Then solutions to the following is required 
	
—h2 / O21, m 	2 + -:wXb = Eib. 
Firstly note that if E, and (x) are eigenvalues and solutions to the one dimensional 
case, then by direct substitution it can be seen that E = ( 1 E1 and '1 =  rj~ $=1 &(x1) 
are solutions to the f—dimensional case. Then in one dimension 
2 	222 mwx , —2m 
dx2 	h2 
çv= 	Eb, 
which by substitution can be seen to have solutions b(x) = H(x)e 2 , where H(x) 
are Hermitian polynomials, with eigenvalues Em = hw(m + ), where m is a natural 
number. So for the f- dimensional case the energy eigenvalues are (shifting the lowest 
energy to zero) E = >.1 (m1h.1). Thus the energy surface in m space as described in 
section 1.1 is 
E(m) = 	 (1.14) 
The volume U enclosed by this surface in 'positive' m space is required. By a simple 
induction on dimension, it can be shown that the volume enclosed by the surface x 1  + 
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h fl 1 w1 
giving 
(w m) 1 
(1.15) 
f. flj= (i.J 
The other system examined is that of the particle in a box. Denote the length of the sides 
by a. Again the quantized energy values will be obtained as eigenvalues to Schrödingers 
equation. This system is not restrained by a potential, but by the boundary conditions 
at the edges of the box. Then 
h2 O2 E 





2 .. 1x1\ 
E() = , 	 (1.16) 
which defines an ellipsoid in phase space. Thus to find the volume enclosed U(m) 
dm= 
1 
{inside ellipsoid where m>O} - 2f 
(volume ellipsoid). 
So if Vj denotes the volume of the (f - 1)—sphere 
£ 
1 / ( Em 	1 / 	(m\21 
2 
	
U(M) = -j[Ja 
27r2h2) v.r = -jHaj 
j
Vf 
=' a• )  
£ 
The volume of the unit sphere (obtainable through polar coordinates) is r'  so finally 
£ 
fl(=iai() 1( 	21 U() 
= 	+ ) L= a,)  ] 
Vi . 	 (1.17) 
Then the required level-energy surface equations have been found on both of the systems 
to be examined. 	 - 
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Chapter 2 
Averaging the spacing 
distribution 
Following is an investigation into the level spacing distribution for the two dimensional 
harmonic oscillator (TDIIO) in which it will be observed that the distribution is not 
stable under the semi-classical limit h -+ 0. This repeats the results of Pandey et al. 
[8], [9]. A suitable average is then defined and shown to converge under h -p 0. The 
first step in determining the distribution is to obtain the spacing at each lattice point 
in rn space as described via (1.1). Thus the area bounded by the energy surface U() 
is required, as indicated in the introduction. 
2.1 Spacings of the TDHO 
Now from (1.14) and (1.15), for the TDHO with frequencies w 1 ,w2 the Hamiltonian 
and the area enclosed by the energy surface in the positive quadrant of phase space are 
respectively (see [1],[6] for example) 





(w . m) 2  
- -- , 	ma + m2 = / •U, 	 (2.1) 
where a(= -) is the frequency ratio. Note that the energy surface is a plane. 
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Consider the surface initially to be through a lattice point (m 1 , m2 ) then increase the 
area U until the next lattice point (rn'1 , rn'2 ) = (m 1 , rn2) +, say, is reached, if we define 
the respective areas enclosed as U and U + AU then the spacing obtained is simply the 
difference in area AU by (1.2). The shifts v will be one of two forms denoted as4eft (L) 
and right (R) depending on whether the new point is left or right of the old as perceived 
from the origin; see Fig. 2.1. Then 
- - 
- { (—q,p), L shift, 
(q, —p) 	R shift, 
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M2 
Figure 2.1: The energy surface in m space. 
which produces spacings s(m) where 
1 J ((rnj - q)a + (rn2  + p)) 2 - (m ia + M2 )2) L shift, s(rn) = 	(( rn j + q)a + (rn2 - p))2 - (mia + rn2 ) 2 ), R shift, 
giving 
12U() Iqc - p1. 	 (2.2) 
-The irrational cases will be considered first. The rational cases are described in the 
next section. Note that there are no zero spacing contributions, as otherwise a would 
be rational. 
From (2.2) minimization of qa+p is required, so that (m, rn'2 ) is then the next point 
passed through as U is increased. Continued fractions are the ideal tool for doing so. 
Now every irrational a has an infinite continued fraction, 
Wi 	 1 a = - = [ao,ai,a2, ... ] = a0  + 	1 	 (2.3) W2  
ai+ 
a2 -l-. 
where the a, are positive integers (except a0 , which may be zero). More details-can be 
found in Hardy and Wright [10]. The convergents 	are defined by 
Pt, 
-= [ao , a1 , ..., at,] = a0 
q,, 
1 




which tend to a as n -* 00, where the even convergents increase and the odd ones 
decrease 
P2n <P2n+2 <a < P2m+1 <P2m_1 	 (2.5) q2,, 	q2n+2 	q2m+1 	q2m-1 
These obey the recursive relations 
Pa = a07  Pi = a0 a1  + 1 1  PT = anPn_i +Pn-2, } for n > 2 	(2.6) qo = 1, q1 = a1 , 	= an qn _ i  + 
These obey the following relation 
1 +1, if n is even, 	
(2.7) qnpn+l - q1p = —1, if n is odd, 
The following will also be useful: 
= 	 (2.8) 
I 	I q = aq_1  + qn _2, 	 (2.9) 
which give (see [10]) 
	
an  = an + ---, 	 (2.10) 
a+i 
a—= 	 (2.11) 
qn qq1 
The following two results are central to determining the spacings. 
Lemma 2.1.2 Ifn> 1 ,O< q < qn and 	then q q,. 
pn - q aI < Ip_i - qn _ j aI < Ii' - qal, 
Proof see Hardy and Wright [10]. 	 0 
More generally there is the following result 
Lemma 2.1.3 If q < q 2 then the only values p, q such that 
f 0<—qa+p:5—qa+p, foroddn, 
1 O<qa—p<qa—p, 	for even n, 
are the values (p,q) = (p+rp+i,qn+rq1) for  E {0,1,2,...,a+2 -1} where Iqa—pI 
decreases with r. 
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Proof From Lemma 2.1.1 only the range q <q < q 2 need be considered. Put 
	
q =pq+vq1, 	
(2.12) I P = pPn+vPn+i, 
which with (2.7) rearrange to give 
A = ±(pq1 - qpni), 
i/ = 	
— 
where p and ii are integers. Then 
f O<—qa+p<—qo+p, for odd n, 
1 O<qo—p!~ qc—p, 	for even n, 
gives 
f 0< 	 —qc+p, for odd n, 
0< 15 qa— p, 	for even n. 
But from (2.11) 
—qc+p= ' ,' 	, 	 (2.13) 
which applied to both right hand inequalities gives 
p — i 
q' +I 	q,+2  
so that 
ii ~ 	±2(p_1) 
a~2q+1+q 
q~ 1 	q 1 + .--- 	
1) = a, 2 (p 
Similarly, in both cases the left hand inequality is equivalent to 
ii 
0 < p 
q +1 	q +2 ' 
so that 





/ 	— a +2, 
1/ < a 2p. 
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Thus both the even and odd cases are equivalent to 
a+2(1' - 1) ~ i/ < a2/-" 
Considering (2.12) with q > 0 and the inequality above, the condition p > 0 is found. 
Also the left hand side gives 
q = pqn+vqn 1, 
~ (p - 1)q, + a +2(p - 1)q 1 + q, 
~ (p—l)q, 2 +q, 
but q < q,2 +2 so p < 2. Thus since p is an integer we have It = 1 giving 
0 < V < a 2 . 
But from (2.12) we have 
q = q + uqni , 
which implies that u <a 2 for q < qn+2. Then from (2.13) 
1 
I - qa +pI
- q+1 	q+2 
which decreases with ii, thus completing the proof. 
These two results are then used to determine the spacings. This is described in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 For a point m in the positive quadrant of the lattice such that 
f qn + rq,,.. 1 :!~ m <qn + (r + 1)q 1 , 0 m 2  <Pn+i, for odd n, 
0 <— m 1 <q°+1, p + rpn+i :!~ m 2 <p,, + (r  + i)pn+i, for even n, 
for any ii with r E 10, 1,2,..., a2 - 1}, the spacing is 
1E) 
= V 	I(q + rqi)a - (p + rpn+l)I. 
Proof Firstly consider the case where n is odd, which corresponds to the case of the shift 
vector from rn being of the form R. Since the point shifted to must be in the positive 
quadrant of the integer lattice there exists the bound p < 	But from Lemms 2.1.1 
and 2.1.2 	 - 
qcr—p 	(qn_i +(qni - 1)q0)a—(p_1-i-(a1 
- 1 )pn), 





q 	 qn-+-2 
Figure 2.2: Spacings in the quarter plane 
Whereas if the shift is of the form L we have from Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 
—qa+p< — qnc+p n , 
which is a shift of smaller spacing, thus the shift must be a form L shift. Then from 
Lemma 2.1.2 note that the minimum spacing from the left shift such that ' lies in the 
positive quadrant is where 
—qa +p = —(qn + rq1)a  + (p + rp +1 ). 
The case of n odd is completely analogous with 
-- 	 qa 
- p = (q, + rqi)a - (ps, + rpni ). 
Thus the theorem is proven. 	 110-1 
These regions described above fill out the quarter plane so the spacings at all points 
are known. The rectangular regions will be denoted by boxes B, where convenient. 
For example, in Fig. 2.2, B,,,, indicates the box where q,, + q,,+i  !~ m 1 < q,, + 2q,,+1 
and 0 < m2  <P,,+3.  Note also that r = 1 and a,,+2 = 3. The aim is to determine the 
level spacing distribution for the system we are looking at. These are normally defined 
as follows. First consider the probability of finding a spacing in the interval (s, s + 1s) 
for points rn inside the energy surface U, then take the limit of this as U -+ 00 (if it 
exists). Thus first define P(s, U) as - 
j
8+8 	 1 






and then the probability distribution is normally taken as 
P(s) = jir 0 P(s, U). 
However, considering U as it increases from (J 	to U1 	q+2  note that P(s, U0 ) 
is defined from approximately 	spacings, but by the time U = U1 the spacings that 
make up P(s, U0 ) account for ft2, out of 	spacings for P(s, U1 ), thus they account 
for proportion (i-)  of P(s, U1 ) which can be made arbitrarily small, by taking large 
values for a+i  or a+2.  So P(s, U) is largely dependent upon the boxes Bn , r that the 
energy surface is passing through and the previous boxes soon lose impact upon P(s, U) 
as U increases. 
From [11] the behavior of the sequence {a 1 } is generically ergodic (i.e. for all ratios a 
outside a set of measure zero, the a1 behave 'randomly'. See chapter 4 for an overview). 
This implies that the behavior of P(s, U) is largely random, so no limit is to be expected 
generically for the spacing distribution as U -+ oo. This property has been observed by 
Pandey et. al. [8], [9]. A specific example that emphasizes these oscillations with U is 
given in the next section. 
However, we first need to consider oscillators with rational frequency ratio, where 
it will be shown that the spacing distribution is that of a delta function placed at the 
spacing origin. The following result of number theory will be used in the proof. 
Lemma 2.1.1 Let the number of positive integer solutions (x, y) to the equation 
xp+yq= k, 
where p, q and so k are integers, be J\T(k). Then when solutions exist, asymptotically 
- 	 N(k) = -- + 0( 1 ). 	 (2.14) 
Note that for any solution (x 0 , 
yo)  to the equation, the other solutions are (x0  + mq, Yo - 
mp) where m runs through the integers. 
Proof This can be found in [10]. 	 LW 
Then considering rational oscillators, where 
Theorem 2.2 For the TDHO with rational frequency ratio the probability spacing dis-
tribution is the delta function 6(s). 	 - 
Proof Since the frequency ratio is rational put a = where (p, q) = 1 and p, q are 
positive integers. Then from (2.1) 
m 1p + m2 q = 
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where all terms are positive integers. Solutions (MI,  m 2 ) are being hunted for all values 
U < Uo and the distribution of spacings as Uo - oo. Now if N(U) is the number of 
solutions for a fixed U, so from (2.14) we find the asymptotic result 
/2pqU2U p /r; 
N(U) 	= -, 
provided that -,/U is an integer. Thus for each non-zero spacing N(U) that occurs, 
there are N(U) - 1 zero spacings that contribute to the distribution. Since this diverges 
with U, in the limit U - 00 spacings are zero with probability one, so the required 
result is obtained. 0 
Note that this will extend to simple harmonic oscillators of higher dimensions. The 
delta function will appear when any two frequencies have rational ratio. This means 
that unless the distribution for the irrational cases are all delta functions, then the 
distribution will not be stable with respect to perturbation of the frequency ratio. The 
irrational cases are investigated in the following sections. 
2.2 Nearly resonant TDHO's 
In this section it shall be shown that for a TDHO with irrational ratio a such that the 
continued fraction expansion a = [a o , a1 , a2, ..] with sequence a• that has a divergent 
subsequence, the level spacing distribution approaches the delta function over infinitely 
many ranges of U as U -p oo. This suggests the oscillatory behavior of F(s) pointed 
out previously. This can be summarized as 
Theorem 2.3 For the level spacing distribution of the TDHO with frequency ratio con-
tinued fraction expansion [ao , a1 , a2, ...] such that there exists a subsequence with a• -+ 00, 
then for large U and any e, P(s, U) 0 for s> € over intervals (O(qq 1 ), Eqn qn i) in 
U (where O(qq 1 ) < eq,,q,,+i). Thus the level spacing distribution either approaches 
the delta function infinitely often, or converges to it, in the semi- classical limit h -* 0. 
Proof From Theorem 2.2, it was seen that for the oscillator with rational frequency 
ratio, the delta function is obtained for the spacing distribution. When a continued 
fraction has a large value a n this means that the continued fraction [ao , a1 , ..., an' ...] 
is very close to the rational [ao , a1 , ..., a,,]. The spacing distribution arises from the 
function P(s, U), as described previously, under the semi-classical limit h -* 0, which 
corresponds to the limit U -+ 00. The essence of the proof is to split the U line into 
intervals (V, lT + ) such that towards the end of intervals (i.e. the intervals described in 
the theorem), provided a, is large, P(s, U) approximates the distribution of the rational 
it is close to, i.e. the delta function, and so provided there are infinitely many large a•, 
20 
the stated result is obtained. Now for the TDHO, from 2.1 
m1c'1  + m 2 j2 	v'2w i c, ,2 U, 
or, Using a 
W2 
m 1 a + m2 - v'i. 	 (2.15) 
As described before, the continued fraction expansion for a is 
a=[ao,ai,a2,...1a0+ 
1 
a 1 + 
a2+ 
along with its convergents 	etc. Approximating a by 	in (2.15) givesqn  
+ m 2 qn  
or if U, denotes the energy levels arising from the surface defined by a 	, then qn 
m 1p + m 2q 	 (2.16) 
From Theorem 2.2, if the distribution P(s, U) arising from the U values (i.e. a delta 
function) is considered, the U, values where solutions to (2.16) exist are required. When 
such a solution exists there will be of the order 
N(U) = r2Un 
 
solutions. Note that this means there are N(U) —1 zero spacings to the nonzero spacing 
between Un  values. Thus there will be of order zero spacings to every non-zero 
spacing. Thus if N(U) is large all spacings that contribute to P(s, U) are essentially 
zero. 
Now consider the original problem, where a is irrational, and the spacing distribution 
P(s, U) is required. Since U U, to each zero spacing of the Un  distribution there will 
correspond a spacing in the U distribution of order I  - UJ. 
So if there exists an upper bound on I  - UI then an increasing number of spacings 
(as /I 	increases) will be below this bound. For the irrational energy levels 
U 
(m 1 a + rn2)2 = 2aU, 




rn2) 2 = 2?1U0, 
21 
which together give 




2a(U - U) m i a - 	(2(m 1 a + m 2 )). 
\ q) 
Using (2.11) we have 
2a(U—U) M 1 	 2,/ U, qnq n+1  
=dU — UI < 
a q q1 
2U 
aq q,1 
So the spacings of U corresponding to the zero spacings of Un are bounded by 
aqq 
Next the U axis must be split into intervals and the limit U -* 00 taken appropriately. 
Let U start at some value V_ 1 say, then approximate U by U, and a by 	such that qn 
we have small spacings s with 
2U 
aq q +1  
Keep these spacings under some constant value E >say, so that as U increases 
the bound on the spacings will increase until it reaches c at some value U = V,. where 
2V = 
- 	 aqq 1 
i.e. V,, = ac qnql 
Now U is split into intervals (Va , V 1 ) over U e (0, oo). 
Now the number of zero spacings of the U distribution there are, N(U) —1, during 
each approximating interval is required. While U E (Va, V 1 ), Un is the approximation, 
so, considering P(s, U), look at all spacings that make up P(s, U) for U < 1/,, and use 
the asymptotic expression 
N(U) r r 	for U < V = --- qnqn 1. 
Then provided N(U) is large most U spacings are zero and so most U spacings lie 
within €. Thus the condition U>> qn2 for each interval (V_ 1 , V) is required. Then 
V. 1 <U<V, 
22 
<U < 
ac q, -1  q, 	U 	ac 
Tl 4 qqn <<-;i- q 
c~qn I  q, 	fc  qI +1 < N(U) < V2 qnqo 
Then considering the subsequence {a 1 } of an  where an —b oo as j —* 00, 
a i and 	0. 
qn q 
So during an approximation U, when U is at the beginning of the interval (V_ 1 , Va), 
N(U) is not diverging. This means that we have got very few bounded spacings by 
this method, whereas at the end of the interval N(U) is diverging, so all spacings are 
essentially bounded by c. This process obviously works for any E. So start this method 
at a value co say and let c decrease. The end point of the interval (V_ 1 (E), V(E)) will 
sweep through the interval (V_ 1 (c0 ), V(Eo )), and for a certain range (x, V(e 0 )) say, 
spacings will be bounded by co. So put 
X = V(€) = —qnq n+11 
then 
4x 
— aqn q 1 ' 




gives the condition x = O(qq i ), the required result has been found. 	 0 
This observation will be further reinforced by section 3.2, where, for ratios a such that 
the ai  diverge suitably, a delta function is found for the averaged spacing distribution. 
Note that in the generic case the a i have infinite mean (see [11]), and so approximation 
to a delta function will occur generically, for certain energy ranges. This method will 
be applied to the particle in a 2-d box system, where the ratio of the side lengtls have 
a continued fraction close to resonance. This is explained in chapter 6. 
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2.3 Defining the stable distribution 
- Now from [11], as outlined in section 4.1, there exists the result that for generic c 
Jim In 
  2  




suggesting that the dimensions of the boxes Bn ,r increase exponentially. Thus to obtain 
a convergent expression that estimates the spacing distribution it would seem sensible 
to average over an exponential range of U. So putting U = eW the exponential average 
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ll V-c V s(m)E(s,s+s),U(Uk)<e}nU(!!.) 




 V-00 V 	 R(V), 	(2.17) 
{Js(E(s ,s+s),U()<eV} 
where 
R(V) = 	 1 < 
which vanishes as V —* 00. In what follows the sum over all points will be turned into 
a sum over the boxes Ba ,. and the limit U —+ oo converted to the limit n —i 00. Thus 
define N as the greatest integer such that the union of boxes U' BN,, is bounded 
by the energy surface. Then considering the possible variation in the surface there exists 
bounds 
(qN+2 + qN~1) 	U = eV ~ (qN+2 + N3), 	 - 
which is equivalent to 	 — 




Noo I qN+2 + qN+1 = 




N— 	2In(qN+2  + qN+1) = 
1, 
and for large values of N, the variation in V will have no bearing on the limit taken. 
Thus V can be defined as 2 In qN+2,  and have no effect on P(s). From [11] and Theorem 




so for almost all o (i.e. a outside a set of measure zero) 
lim 
f  qN+2 + q+ 
} 
= 1 + ea 
2 
	
N-.00 qN+2 + qN+i 	i + er 	
(2.18) 
which is a positive constant. Now considering the contribution to 	P(s)ds from 
points inside the set U<N U 2 _ l  BN,,. 
— 	2lnq 	
n~N r=O1, 3 
P(s)ds - lim 	
1 
U(rn)' + E(N) 
where E(N) arises from points bounded by the energy surface in boxes Ba,, with n > N, 
i.e. from the set f M IM E 	n> N and U() :5 e}. Now there exist bounds 
- 	 E(N)< 	 U(rn)', 
IM 2 <(J< (qN2+qNs)'} 
so considering the strip of points parallel to constant energy surface that hit the m 1 axis 
along the interval (x, x + ix) where x E (qN+1, qN+2 + qN+3) then these points will have 
the same U value for small ix and the number of such points is the area (up to 0(1)) 
LA. Then 
AA = axLx and U 	
2 
= - 
ax 2 ' 
so 
gN+2+qw-f3 
E(N) <  I 	!dx = 21n (N+2 + qN+3Nl 	 X 	 \ qN+1 
Then to estimate the total error, using the bounds on V 	 - 







q + rq 1 	q + (r + 1)q1 
Figure 2.3: Area ii B,, with spacings in (s,s + Ls). 
which from (2.18) can be seen to vanish, at least for the generic case, as N -* 00. So 
 
3 +3 	 a,.+2-1 1 
P(s)ds = lim 	 U() 1 . 	(2.19) 
N—.00 2lnq 
n:5N r=O 
Define Pnr ( s ) by 
j
3+S 1 
Pn , r (S)dS = U(rn)', (2.20) 
i)= lim 	q ,() 	 (2.21) N—. in 
For a point m in the box Bn ,r the spacing, by theorem 2.1, IS 
Fuauio:s(rn) = I(q + rq,+j)c - (ps, + rpn1 )j, 	 (2.22) 
so inside any particular box as the energy surface sweeps through it with increasing U, 
s(m) will increase monotonically as a function of U with it. Thus if there are any points 
with spacing in the interval (s, a + s) they will lie in a strip parallel to the energy 
surface. Let x be the place the strip first hits the axis with (small) variation Ax; see 
Fig. 2.3. Note that this is the m 1 and m 2 axes for n odd and even respectively, see 
26 
Fig. 2.3 for an example The area of the strip, LA, will (at least asymptotically) be the 
number of points in Bn , with spacing inside (s, s + Ls) and for small ix all points will 
- have the same U value of 
( ax  




, 	for nodd, 
also 
- { 
aLx(x - (q + rq j )), 	q + rqn !~ x < q0 + (r + 1)q 1 , 
- aix(q + (r + 2)q1 - x), q + (r + 1)q 1  !~ x q + (r + 2)q +1 , 
for n even, or for n odd 
AA
x 





—(p+(r+2)p 1 - x), p, +(r+ 1)Pn+l x 






aIix(x - (q + rq 1 )), 	q + rq 1 x < q + (r + 1)q 1 , 





Tx - qncr - p) + r(q1cr - 
so by (2.20) 
I
s+S  




- (q 	 :5+ rq 1 )), 	if q, + rq 1 x q + (r-+ 1)q +1 , 1 	Pn,r(S)dS = 
$ 
- -(q+(r+2)q +1 _x), ifq+(r+1)q +1 :5x<–q+(r--2)q 1 . 
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Now for small x, dx - Ax so - 	 - 
x - (q + rq1) 	
if q + rq j  ~ X q + (r + 1)q 1 , 
Pnr(S) 	
{ 	 2. 
 dx 
= 	q + (r + 2)q +1 -  x
if q + (r + 1)q 1 < X < q + (r + 2)q,, 
- 	 ua7 
ds s - (q + rq 1 )- 
- { 





if 50 	<s1 , 
I 2- S2 ' ifs i ~ s<s2 , 
if q1, +rq+1 ~ sq ~	q +(r+1)q ~ 1 , 
ifq+(r+1)q 1 :~s~ q+(r+2)q+1, 
where 
(q + (r + i)q+i)(qc 
-  p,) + r(q1c 
- 




a +1 q + qn _ 1 
Si  = (q + (r + i)qj) 
a' 	
r 
-  1q (_
1 
+ qn_1 a' 2 q 1  + qn 
But 
---- - - 	 a 	 — + 1q + qn _ i = a + 1 q + 





2 - r \ 
i) = 	a+2 + —h-- 	 -. q+i 
So putting x, = 	 -- (meaning x, Yn E (0, 1)) gives 
(x + r + i)(- - r) 
- (x + r  + i)(1 - rye ) 
1+xn yn 
Thus 
P(S) = lim Pn,r(S), 









if S <S < S2, 
and 
 .si= (x+r+i)(1—ry) 
for x,, 	
q 	1 
= -, yr, = _.;-___. 	(2.25) 1 + 	 qn+i 	a+2 
So this gives the result 
Theorem 2.4 For a such that 
lim 
ln(qN 2 + qN+3) - lnqN.41 = 
0 7 	 (2.26) N—.00 	ln(qN4-2+qN1) 
the level spacing distribution averaged over an exponential range of U converges to 
P(s) 	lim 	
1 	
= 	Pn,r(S), Nco in q n<N r=O 
provided the limiting sum exists, where 
{ 	 ifso<s<s1, 
Pn,r(s) = 	2 S 	
if s i < 5 < S2, S2 7 
and 
Si= 
(x+r+i)(1—ry) forx = qn 
 
q+i 
In chapter three examples of this distribution will be derived including the golden mean, 
72. 75=and . which is a member of a class of a for which a delta function is the spacing 
distribution. In chapter four the generic case is investigated. 
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Chapter 3 
Examples of the averaged spacing 
distribution 
In chapter two an averaged level spacing distribution was found, stable in the semi-
classical limit of h -+ 0. Following are examples of the distribution for certain values of 
a, the oscillator frequency ratio. Berry and Tabor [1] give numerical results for values 
3, , , upon which certain analytical observations can be made. 
3.1 Examples with periodic continued fraction 
The simplest irrational example however is the golden mean where (see Fig. 3.1) 
Theorem 3.1 For a = [1, 1, 1,...] 1iL the averaged spacing distribution is 
	




Proof Now from [1] ai = 1 and 
n+2 	





qn 2 ) 	 2 
 
) n+l , 
	 (3.1) 
From Theorem 2.3 the values of the si are required where 
Si = (x + 
r + i)(1 - TI/n 








Figure 3.1: The averaged spacing distribution of the golden mean. 
and 
q x n  = , yn = 
	
qn~ ' 	a +2 
for r = 0 , 1 , 2 ,...,a +2 —.1. But for this example a n  = 1 V n so only the value r = 0 
occurs, thus 
- x n +i 
- 
1 + X nn 
Then 
()fl+1 
2 	 - 	 2 xn = - = 
qn~ 	(i±&)1 
2 	 - 	 2 
which for large n gives 
x n _ 
and 
1 	1 
yn = I = = 
a +2 [afl+2,afl+3,...1 	[1,1,1,...]' 
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giving 
'/ — -1 
yn - 
thus 
N/5- - 1 +2i 
Si 
5/g 
So the s, are independent of n, meaning Pn , r (S) is. Next an estimate of in q, is required 





lim 	 E E Pn , r (S), 
N.—.00 NIn ( 2 ) n<Nr0 
= 	Urn i 
	P,o (s) 
N—.c'3N 
n<N In 	2 
P,o (s) 
In 2) 
thus giving the required result for the golden mean. 	 o 
Similarly (see Fig. 3.2) 
Theorem 3.2 For c= 	we have the averaged spacing distribution 
- 	 1 
____ 	 1 
s2 in(1+ .J) ' 
2s 2V 	if* <s< i± J s2in(1+)' 	- - 2 F(s) S 5+4/ -2s 
I  s2 
2J 
ln(1 + /)' 
3+2ñ - 
2/ 	 ___ 
32in(1+ v')' 
Proof From Hardy and Wright [10] the continued fraction expansions can be found as 









Figure 3.2: The averaged spacing distribution of Theorem 3.2. 
yielding for large 71 
X n — 
yn = 
and since for n > 2, an 2 r only takes values 0 and 1, thus 
2 , 	
2 
2 	2J ' 




2 	' 2 	' 




lnq 	Nln(1 + /) 
giving 
1 










__ 	 3+2V 2/ 	 if  - 	<s < 





':! 4 -s 	
<S 
Then adding the functions over the various intervals indicated gives the required function 
displayed in Fig. 3.2. 0 
Also (as indicated in Fig. 3.3) 
Theorem 3.3 For a =-L the averaged spacing distribution is 
if 	< 	< 





if ~s~, s2ln(21/g)' 
2- 	2 
= 	s ln(2 + V/5-) ' 
s < 2+2'J 
4-2./ 
2 v/5 5 if 2 +2J<s< 	, 
16+6'J 
2v' 	- if <s < 5+2V  
 2V15- - 	 - 	 2J 
6+2y' 
2/ 	-s if 	 6+, 
~ If s S2 1n(2 + /)' 
Proof Again from Hardy and Wright 
a == [0,2,4,4,4,...], 
and 











Figure 3.3: The averaged spacing distribution of Theorem 3.3. 
also 
In qn = Nln(2 +v'), 
giving in a manner similar to above, 
For n > 2, a = 4 thus r takes values 0,1,2 and 3, where 
	
n . 	- _L. 	- 	 - ____ r - - 
- 2/' 5i 2/ 	S2 - 2'J 
- 1. 	 4 	 6+2V' - r - - 	i - 	 2 - 
- '. 	- 5 	-  7' - ', so = •i - ' 2 - 2/ 
—3. 	—_i. _±jL 	_2+2/ 
0 - 2/' 1 - 	 2 - 2'/ 
which can be seen to give the stated function when the various s• values are substituted 
into the Pnr(S). 0 
The above functions can be seen to fit the numerical results of Berry and Tabor [1] quite 
well, however for the following case a significant difference is observable. 
3.2 A class of oscillators that give a delta function 
Theorem 3.4 For ct = the averaged spacing distribution is the delta function 
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F(s) = 6(s). 
Proof From [12] 
1 
-= [0, 2, 1,2, 1, 1,4, 1, 1, 6, 1, 1,8, 1, 1, 10,. 
that is 
a3m = 2m 7  a3m+1 = a3m+2 = 1, m > 1. 
From Chapter 2 in Hardy and Wright [10] 
= a + q+q_1 , 
1 - = a+i + x n_i, xn 
1 
Xl, = 
a+i + Xn _i 






m+ 2 - i 
Also note that 
1 	1 
Yn 
a+2 a+2 + Yn+i ' 
thus for large m 
1 







qN-1 	 qo 	
N-i 
qN = XN_1=N 	 - Ii 
 i 
y    
Then 
q3N 	(2N.2.1)(2(N— 1).2.1)...2.1 	q3N 	
4Npp 
so that from Stirling's formula [13], 
N! 
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giving, 	 - 
lnqN 	In N. 
Required is the evaluation of 
= N.001nq 	
Pn,r(S), 
= urn PN(s), by definition, 
with Pnr (S) as above, thus the values si are required. This gives the following three 
cases for large m: 
n=3m-1: afl+2=lsorOand 
1 
- I S1 	1,s ".' 9 - 2m 
n=3m: afl+2=lsor=Oand 




n= 3m+ 1: a+2 = 2(m+ 2) so r takes values 0,1,2, 2m+lwhere 
(+ r)( 1 _ 2 5), 
s 	(1+r)(1_25), 
(2+r)(1_ 2 T 5 ). 
To show that a delta function is obtained, consider 
1(c) = 1jimjP(s), 
and it will be shown that for any fixed € > 0, 1(c) = 1 which, 1(c) being the integral of a 
probability distribution, gives the result. Note that in the cases ii = 3m and n = 3m+1, 
so has a minimum of . Hence these cases make no contribution to the integral 1(c), 
provided c is small enough. Thus 
1(c) 	= 	1i 
NooNl iN 






2 <n<N Yn- 
= 	lim  
N-.00 N lnN [Inc + In 2 + In n +__11, 





so from Stirling's formula 
1(c) = 1, 
which completes the proof. 
From the above proof the distribution accumulates around the origin which is due to 
the divergence of part of the continued fraction. The above method can be generalized 
to give the following more general result: 





Nco ln(al ... aN) 
Note that this distibution has a mean spacing of zero, whereas the distribution P(s, U) 
is defined with mean spacing of unity. Now where F(s) turns out to be a delta func-
tion, P(s, U) has delta functions of a small height, a long distance from the spacing 
origin. While U is finite, these small delta functions contribute to the mean sufficiently 
to maintain unity. In the limit of u —* oo, however, the small delta functions have a 
height of zero, and so the mean becomes zero. 
Proof As in the previous case 
P(s) = lim 	
1 	
> P,(s), 
N—.lnqN n<N r=O 
= lim PN(s), 
N-.00 
and 
1(c) = lim 106 PN(s), 
N-.00  
for small c, which shall be shown to be unity for any c > 0. Now 
si = 
(x + i.  + i)(1 - ry) 
where x 	
q 
= -, y = 
1 
qn+i 	a+2 	- 
and so 
a,+2 - 1 
1(c) = lim 	E > J Pn,r()d, N-.00 1nq n<N r=O 
for 
( s—s0 
2 ' if s0 < 5 < Sj, 
if s<s<s2. 
Thus the only contributions to the integral occur in the cases where s o :5 c. Consider 
first the cases r > 1. From the quadratic dependence of s o on r, SO has minimum values 
atr= 1 orr=a+2 - 1. For r=1,a +2 >2so 
(x + 	Yri) 	(1)(1) > 2 
l+xy - 2 	4' 
and for r = afl+2 - 1 
(x i, + a 2 - 1)(1 - ____ 
- 	 1+P- 
(a 2 - 1)(l + 	- a 2 ) 
a,+2+x 
a 2 - > 
a+2+2 4' 
so provided c < 1 no contributions occur to 1(c) for r > 1. Then for r = 0 
Sn 
= 1 	
x, for small So, 
+ XnYn  
which can be made arbitrarily small by having large a+1.  Now when r = 0 
si= 	> 
1 + XnYn - 2' 
so only the first range of the function P,0 (s) is of interest, hence 
1(c) = lim 	
1 C _____ds, 
N-.00 in q 
= lim 1 
 
[ins+ so]' 
Nco in q n<NIz,<c  
= hm 
N 1 > 
	[inc_inxn +_iJ.  Xn  N-.00 in q N <NI< 	 c 
For contributions a, +2 > is required, so using the a.symptotics 
N 1 
qNfla1, 5N 
1=1 	 aN+1 	 - 
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so from above 
	





.1 N—co in HN = a s  
- 
1 _____________ 	 _____ = lim 	PC—l]+lim 	
1 








N—co In rJN1  a, 
lim
n 1 a• 
1 	
n<NI 	
_L<lim 	N 	=0, N—co lii fI a• 	 - Nco hi Z 
- 
and 
IIm lnHfl<NIO + l<CaI =1. N—co 	in [J N_1 a• 
But 1(E) is just a straight integral of a probability distribution so 1(E) :5 1, thus for any 
E> 0, I(E) = 1 giving the required result. 	 0 
The averaged distribution defined in chapter two has thus been shown to fit some 
results of Berry and Tabor [1] quite closely. However for the case of a = 1 the behavior 
of the distribution has far greater level clustering than suggested by the above numerical 
results, the average spacing being zero. A larger class for a of similar behavior was also 
fourd. This reinforced the result of the last chapter, as the condition required for a delta 
function as the averaged level spacing distribution automatically means the a 1 diverge. 
Thus the ranges of U for which P(s, U) approaches a delta function will dominate if 
the a• diverge sufficiently fast, giving the zero average for s > 0. If we consider the set 
of possible values of the frequency ratio, then the points in this set at which the delta 
function occurs in the average form a (dense) Cantor set, with no intervals as subsets, 
so a natural investigation is to determine its Hausdorif dimension. This win be shown 
to be exactly 1 in the next section. 
3.3 The Hausdorif dimension of delta function distribution 
In theorem 2.2, for the two dimensional oscillator such that the ratio of the frequencies 
a with continued fraction [a o , a 1
, ...] 
satisfied the condition 
N 
tim 	 = 0 	 (3.2) 
Nco in(ala2 ... aN) 
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the averaged level spacing distribution turned out to be the delta function The set of 
ratios that obey this condition can be seen to be dense, be approximating any point 
- /3 e [b0 , b 1
, ...] 
with a = [b0 , ... , b,, 	..] with 	= i!. It will also have the dust 
like structure typical of the Cantor set. The natural question to ask about such fractal 
structures is that of the Hausdorif dimension of the set. This chapter proves the following 
result, applying a result from the asymptotics of arithmetic number theory. 
Theorem 3.6 The set of numbers that obey (3.2) has Hausdorff dimension 1 . 
Proof This is split into two halves. The first will prove that the Hausdorif dimension 
of a covering set of the set X of interest has an upper bound of 1 , the second that 
a subset of X has a lower bound of , which will complete the proof. Note that the 
structure of the set X restricted to any unit interval [m, m + 1] is exactly the same, so 
only the interval [0, 1] needs to be considered. Hausdorif dimensions are constructed in 
the following manner, see [14], [15] for example. The set X is covered by balls A i such 
that diamA, <e. Then define the function 
	
7-1(X) = inf{(diamAi ) 8 } 	 (3.3) 
where the inflinum is taken over all possible covers of the set X with the € limit on ball 
diameters. Then the Hausdorif function is defined as 
H. (X) = liml-('(X) 
where it is found that 
1-1 8 (X) - { oo, s < DH(X)1 
- 0, s > DH(X), 	 (3.4) 
where DH(X) denotes the Hausdorif dimension of the set X. 
So for the first part of the argument a covering set X(ic) of X is defined as follows. 
Say that the continued fraction [0, a1 , a2, ...] E X(K) if 
lim 	 ln Ifl a ll > lni , 
fl—co I L= iJ 
so while K is finite, X(,c) will cover X. Thus the points of interest are those with 
continued fraction [0, a 1 , a2 , ...] such that for a suitably large N, V n> N 
H ai > ,c'. 	 (3.5) 
For this hail of the proof an upper bound of DH(X(lc))> DH(X) is the goal. Since (3.3) 
uses an infimum, any cover X(ic) of DH(X(lc)) can be treated as being the infimum in 
(3.3). Provided 7-r(X(ic)) = 0 for s> DH(X(lc)), an upper bound is then obtained. 
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The next step is to form an appropriate covering of X(i). In what follows (a j , a2 , ..., a) 
will denote the points that have continued fraction with a, fixed up to a n of [0, a 1 , a2 , ..., a, ...J, 
i.e. a+1, a+2, ... etc have free rein over the natural numbers. This is equivalent to the 
interval parameterized by the truncated continued fraction [0, a 1 , a2 , ..., an  + t] where t 
lies in the interval [0, 1]. Note that any point represented as [0, a 1 , a2, ..] in the set X(c) 
is covered by the interval (a i , a2 , ..., a) (for any n). These intervals will be the balls in 
(3.3), so their length is of importance. The interval can be parameterized as 
1(t)= [0,ai,a2 ,...,a+t], 
where the total length L will be 
1  dl t L=f1 dt. 
Jo dt 
But from 
1(t) = _______ 1 
a1  -f 
a2+. 	1 
an + t 
obtain 
2 d 
dt - —[0,ai,...,a+t] dt 





1 	n ( _,)n  JJ[0,a1,...,a+t]2dt. 
1=1 
But there exists bounds 
i ~! [0, a1 , ..., a + t] > 	1 a, 	 a1+1' 
which gives 
n 	 72 
fl->—I(a1,a2,...,afl)I> 	( H 
1 
1=1 	 - 	 a1  + 1)2 	
(3.6) 
Thus points [0, a 1 , a2 , ...] in X(n) will be covered by intervals with diameter below 
	
fl a 2 . Now for n > N with (3.5) in mind define 	 -. 
fl,(X(i)) = 	 fl -b.. (3.7) 
{ai 	 1=1 
Note that from (3.6), as n — 00, the length of the covering intervals tends to zero. This 
is then equivalent to sending e to zero in (3.3). So (3.7) is of interest in the limit n —* 00. 
The following result of number theory will become applicable. If d,(m) is the number 
of ordered n—tuples of positive integers whose product is m, then 
Lemma 3.6.1 




< (2(r)\' 1 "' (In x)' 
m ' - 	 —1 
	 (3.8) 
where 1 < r < 2. 
The application of the theorem involves putting r = 2s where s is the dimension, so 
since the set that the Hausdorif dimension is being calculated for is certainly :5 1, the 
restriction of r < 2 is irrelevant. It is worth noting however that the Lemma can be 
extended to r > 2 by simply removing the r - 1 denominator. 
Proof The method of proof will be that of induction. Define 




Then assume that (3.8) is true for n. Noting that 
a' ..... 	
= 
the following inductive relation is readily checked 
[r] 	 00 
c(n + 1, x) = k_rc(n, ) + ( r)n 	kr . 
k=1 	 (x)+1 
So u.sing the inductive hypothesis, it is clear that 
f 	j,,.  n [r] 	/ 	r- 1r, " 	( k') (hiY + 
((rY c(n+ 1,x) ~ 	




2'(r_) T 1 n_li 	(ln z 









1 	1 	 2 
= 	+ (r - 1)xr-1 	(r - 1)xr_l' 
so 
00 
<(r)" >1 k' < 	2((r) 	
(2,(r))n 
(r — 1)xr- 1 r — 1 	r_ 1 
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Secondly, there are bounds 	- 
( l11•J7jdk I 
 
I 
k k=i I 
 
k k=i 	k 
=  
z 
(In x)'+ f 	(ln 	)' dz, 
Ji Z 
= 
(in x) ' 
(hix)'+ 
1+1 








+ + kr-i 1=0 • (1+ 1)! 
- 	(2((r)\" 
\r - l) 









1 1(inx)" (mx)' 
+7_ x''( 	n! 
(2,(r)) n+l 
- 1 __
r-1 	 V 1=0 
Finally, noting that 
c(1,x)=a_r< 	2 	2( (r) 
a>x - (r - l)xr_l - (r - 
completes the induction and so the proof. 




= c(n,K ), 
m> 
where 2s = r. So for s> 1 (3.9) gives the upper bound 
( 2s-1
2((2s)\" 	n-i (in,c?)l 
fl(X(K)) 	
) ç(2s-1)n 	1! 
Providing ic is reasonably large (> e), the sum is an increasing series. Thus replacing 
each term in the sum by the final term gives the bound 
	
2((2s)\ 	1 	n2(nliy' 
1-1(X(ic)) :5 (s_i) (2s-1)n n! 




7 	(2s - 1)ic2-' 	 (3.10) 
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To find the function W(X(ic)) take the limit as n - oo and obtain zero provided 
2e((2s) in ic 
(2s - 1)ic2_' 
which can be made true for any s > 1 provided ic is sufficiently large. This gives the 
Hausdorif function 
1-C(X(ic)) = 0 
which on comparison with (3.4) implies that is an upper bound for the Hausdorif 
dimension DH(X). 
For the second half of the proof, a subset B of X will be constructed. This will 
be shown to have Hausdorff dimension at least 1 . The following notation will be 
adopted. As defined above, (a 1 , a2 , ..., a) denotes the set of points with continued 
fraction [0, a 1 , a2 , ..., an , ...] where a 1 , a2 , ..., an  are fixed. [n] is defined to be the nearest 
integer to (n + 1)e/ - 1. Then define the set B,, as 
[1] 	(2) 	[n] 
B,, = U U •.. U (a1 1 a2, ..., a,,). 
a 1 =1 a 2 =2 a,=n 
Note that this gives a nested sequence of sets, B,,+1 C B,,. The set B of interest is then 
defined by 
00 B=flB 1 =11mB,,. 
To see that this is a subset of X note that points in B,, require a2 ~: i, so fl a ~: n! 





n-.00 fl 	) 
as required. Now note that U =,,(ai, ..., a,,) represents a single interval, with distinct 
values of a 1 , ..., an giving disjoint intervals. Using the bounds of (3.6) 
[n] 	 [n] 	1 U (ai,...,a,,) ~ an(an 
a , =n 	 +1)2 U i=1 (a2 +1)2 
The following argument is then applied. To obtain the Hausdorif dimension DH(B) an 
arbitrary cover W of B by intervals is considered. Since W is a subset of the compact 
interval [0,1] a finite subcover can be found. Relabel this as T, which will thus-consist 
of a finite number of intervals. Taking the closure of these intervals will have no effect 
on the Hausdorif function, which is found from (3.3) as - 
n:(B) = if 	i'v. 	 (3.11) 
IEB 
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Noting that the size of the intervals in B,, tend to zero as n —* 00, the (finite number of) 
intervals of W can be extended an arbitrarily small amount such that the -endpoints of 
- these intervals lie outside the intervals of Bn  for sufficiently large n. The sum in (3.11) 
is then increased an arbitrarily small amount, having no effect on the infimum. The 
intervals of W must then cover B,. (otherwise points of B will not be covered). Next 
reduce the intervals of ff until their endpoints coincide with endpoints of B,.. 
Thus the cover has been reduced to a set of closed intervals such that all are distinct 
and separable by an open interval. The reason for doing this is that the measure below 
will only have to obey certain rules for the following argument to work. A finite measure 
p is now obtained where 
1a(0) = 0 and p(A) :!~ p(B) for A ç B 	 (3.12) 
and for any distinct closed intervals A and B 
p(A U B) = p(A) + p(B). 	 (3.13) 
Then for any of the intervals of R outlined above it will be seen that 
	
p(I) < AIII 2 for a constant A> 0. 	 (3.14) 
Then since B C B,. C by virtue of (3.12) and (3.13) 
1z(B) :5 A> IIJ, 	 (3.15) 
IE B 
which will be true for any cover W , so the infimum of (3.15) can be taken giving 
p(B) :~ Afl(B). 
Then sending € to zero gives the Hausdorff function with bound 
IL(B) ! ~ Afl(B). 
Now if it is true that p(B) > 0 then fl' (B)> 0 which on consideration of (3.4) implies 
is a lower bound for the Hausdorif dimension of B and since B C X, it will also be a 
lower bound for X. 
The measure is defined as follows. First define measure pm (A) as 
[1][2) 	[rn—i] E 1: f(a 1 , a2 , ..., am , A) 
a 1 =1 022 am_1rn1 ( + 1)(a2  + 1) ... (am_i + 1) 	 — 
where 
1 
f(a1 , a2 , ... )  am , A) 	om (a,,+1)2 	if A covers 
I. 0, 	 otherwise. 
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Note from the above discussion that (3.12) and (3.13) are both satisfied by pm.  Also if 
	
m> n for any W , 
	 = pm(B n ), and for any m> n, i.im(B n ) = fLmCBrz+i). Then 
the measure p is defined as 
p(A) = llm/1m , 
which gives 
p(B) = limp(B), 
[1] 	[2] 	[n—i] 	 I [n] 1 = limE E En—co 
aj=1 02=2 a_1=n-1 (ai+1)(a2 +1) ... (an_i+1) a (an +1)2 ' 
(1] [2] 	[n-i] 	dani ... dal 	rF da 
~  
fl -*00 
limj j •.. j (ai+1)(a2+1) ... (a n _ i +1)VL (a+1) 2 ' 
= lim + 	+ n - 1 \In + 1 - ___ 
= lim 	+11_e1 
'I n 
n-- fl 
p(B) > 0 
Thus to complete the proof it remains to be show that (3.14) is true for any interval 
I of the sort found in covers of B, as explained above. Find the largest integer m 
such that the interval U=m (ai, a2, ..., am) completely covers I. Now for each am E a- 
im, m+ 1,...,[m]} there will be a distinct interval U 	Lm+l (a1)a2,,am+1) of  Bm+i 
inside UZm (ai , a2 , ..., am) of Bm. Each of these intervals can be labelled by the a m 
value. Since m is maximal the endpoints of I must lie inside different intervals a (or at 
the edge of the intervals if m+ 1 = n, from the above discussion), so let I have endpoints 
in a3 and a (s <t). In Fig. 3.4 two examples of intervals are given. The first interval 
I bridges more than one interval of Bm+i, i.e. at - a8 > 2. In this case, the measure 
of 12 is certainly less than the measure of the three intervals of Bm+i that I intersects, 
which can be shown to be less than IBrn+i  I (where the sum is over intervals in Bm+ i 
that I  completely covers), which is certainly less than 1 11 12. For intervals of the type 
at - a5 = 1, the lower bound on 1 112 is slightly more accurate, as indicated below. So 
considering first the case, where a t - a3 > 2 
-




1 1 lim 
{ 
(a1 + 1)...(ami + 1) ama. am  1 	 aN_i + 1 	(aN + 






Bm+2 — — — — — 	— — — — — 	— — — — — 
Figure 3.4: The measure of covering intervals. 
1 	at 
	
- (a i +1)...(am_ i +1)ym+1 a 	am +1' 
+1 1 a—a8 u(I) < 	 (3.16) (ai+1) ... (am_ i +1)Vm+l a3 +1 
and by (3.6) 
a t -1 12 	 at-1 	1 	1 12 1 I 1 >1 1I ~ 	U (ai,...,am)1 
- 1(ai + 1) 2 ...(am i + 1)2 
0 m =a, +1 	 am=a.+i (am  + 1)2 
r 1 	Ia—a3 -1 4= III > 
(aj+ 1 ) ... (amj +1)V 	a? 
Then considering m < a3 , at :~ [m] :5 (m + 1)e" 2 i.e. a3 , at = 0(m) for some constant 
A> 0 it can be seen that AlIl > p(I) as required. For the remaining case of at - a, = 1 






 U 	(ai,...ami ) at,am+i) ' 	 — 
12 
00 	1 	I 1 	




- (a1  + 1) ... (am _ i + 1)(at  + 1 
1 > 




(am+i + 1)2 
1 
m+ 1)e'+ 1 
Then substituting at - a 8 = 1 into (3.16) along with the bounds a,, at = 0(m) again 
yields AIIl > p(I) as required. Thus the proof is complete. 	 0 
Without much work, the Hausdorif dimension can be shown to be the same for the 
following set. This is expressed as 
Corollary 3.6.1 The set of points a with continued fraction [a o , a1, ...] such that q = 
anq_ + q,_2 has terms q, that are unbounded, has Hausdorff dimension 1 . 
Proof From the main theorem, the set of points a = [ai , ...] such that lim_00 - fl a = 
00 has Hausdorif dimension of 1 . From the inductive relation qn = aq_1 + q_2 it IS 
apparent that if rIn I a, diverges, then qn certainly does, so the set of points that the 
main theorem measures is a subset of the set of points such that q diverge. Thus the 
Hausdorff dimension of the larger set has lower bound of I . Essentially, the second hail 
of the proof of the main theorem still applies. To complete the proof of the corollary, 
the first half of the proof of the main theorem needs to be adapted, and an upper bound 
of found for the Hausdorif dimension. So considering (3.5), instead of the set of points 
such that for arbitrarily large N, Vn > N rIn I ai > it", the set of points that obey the 
following condition will be examined 
2'fla>i'. 
This set of points includes the set that the corollary refers to. To see this note that by 
induction on n 
2 a > qn , 
since from qn+i = an q + q,,_, 
21a+ 1 Han+1  = 2an+12"Haj > 2a +1q > q+i, 
and also by induction on n 
2aj > q, 1 	1 
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since 
n-El 	I 	n 	j 	n+1 	 n+l 
- 	
2' [f a1 = 12 2 a1  + 2I+1 fl a1 > q,, + 21 H a1 > q + 	> q+,, 
2=1 	i=1 	j=1 	1=1 	 1=1 	 1=1 
so when qn  diverges the sum certainly does, so the set has been covered suitably. The 
rest of the proof follows in a directly analogous manner to the main proof and the 
following bound is ultimately obtained much as (3.10) was 
.( 4e<(2s)1n, \' 
n 	
j=1 27r 
n ~ k,(23— 1),c28_1) 
Note that 
4((2s)e In ic 
<1, 
(2s - 1)K2 
can be satisfied for any s > 1 provided that ic is sufficiently large. So by the ratio test 
convergence occurs provided 
n+1 I (n+ 1) I 4eC(2s)ln ,c 	 ((2s— 1), 2$_ 1 \'I lim (2s - 1),c23_1) n 	4eC(23)lnic) <1, 
i.e. 
hm 	
1 	/ 4e((2s)ln,c 
n—oo I ( nJ (2s_1),c23_1)I<1 
which is certainly true provided s > . Thus provided s > , fl converges and from 
(3.4), it must converge to zero, and an upper bound of has been obtained for the 
Hausdorif dimension. 	 0 
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Chapter 4 
Generic spacing distribution 
It has been shown that the exponentially averaged spacing distribution converges for 
various examples. From Theorem 2.3 we have 
lim 	1 >: 	 (4.1) N—oo log q,, 
n<N r=O 
where 
S - So  If, 50 < S < Si, 
Pn,r(S) = 	S2 
S2 5










qn+i 	a +2 
4.1 The ergodic theory of continued fractions 
In expression (4.1) there is a sum over n < N. If an appropriate measure can be 
obtained, then the Birkhoff-Kinchin ergodic theorem will transform the sum into an 
integral with respect to the measure. This reformulation of (4.1) will be valid for all a 
bar a set of measure zero. Then P(s) will have been obtained for generic a. Deriving 
the joint distribution of x,, and 1/n  is the first step in obtaining this measure. This will 
be seen to arise as a natural generalization of the standard ergodic theory of continued 
fractions, which can be found in [11] for example. An outline of this is useful as the 
arguments used in the theory are similar to arguments used in the question at hand. 
., 
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The standard theory is concerned with the generic behavior of the a1 in the continued 





where the term generic refers to all w outside a set of (Lebesgue) measure zero. The 
theory is used to obtain the following result 
Theorem 4.1 (The Birkhoff-Kinchin ergodic theorem (applied to continued fractions)) 
For any w e [0, 1] outside a set of measure zero and any suitably integrable function 1(x) 
urn '5' f(Gk(w)) - 1
o 
 1(x) dx. 
k<n 	 1n2 	1+x 
This can then be used to extract useful information on the behavior of the a, for generic 
w. Some examples will be given after the theorem is proved. 
Proof Fundamental to the construction of continued fractions is the Gauss map defined 
on [0, 1] as 
G(x)—f {}' ifx~0, 
ifx=0, 
where { } denotes the remainder modulo unity. Then note that 





where [] denotes the integer part of the quantity inside the brackets.Now let F denote 
the set of Borel subsets of [0, 1), then there exists a measure on F which preserves the 
Gauss transformation. This is known as the Gauss measure. For a set A C [0,1] the 
measure is 
M(A)=_Lf dx 
in 2 JA 1 + x 
The factor of in 2 ensures that the total measure is unity. To see the invariance of the 





so to see the invariance it must be true that 
	
dx 	° 	dx a 
1+x4t, 1+x k=1 
But the kth  term on the R.H.S. is 
____ t 
1n(1+)-1n(1+ 1 )=1n(1+)_1n(1+ 
a 	 dx 
k + l)=Jk +l , k+a 
and summing over k gives the L.H.S. Next the property of ergodicity needs to be intro-
duced. If A is a subset of [0, 1] then it is invariant under the Gauss map if G(A) = A. 
Then the system is said to be ergodlic if the Gauss measure of any invariant set is either 
0 or 1. This will then give sufficient conditions for the Birkhoff-Kinchin theorem to be 
true. A fuller account may be found in [11]. 0 
A particular type of ergodicity is required for generalization, which is known as weak 
mixing. So far 




n 	 1n2 	1 + x 	
(4.2) 
then multiplying the left and right hand sides by an arbitrary function g(x) and integrate 
with respect to the measure and obtain 
lim 
1  E 	f((x))g(x)x 	1 1(x) dx f 	dx JO 1+x 	1n2 o 1+x Jo 1+x 
which gives rise to the property of weak mixing as 
lim
1 f(Gk(w))g(x)dx = 1 
f' f(x)  dx 
[1 g(x) dx. 
n—oo fo 	1+x 	ln2Jo 1+x Jo 1+x 
A weakly mixing system is always ergodic, which is shown in the two references indicated 
above, and is true under the Gauss measure. Examples of applications of the Birkhoff-
Kinchin theorem follow. 
Theorem 4.2 For all x = [a1 , a2, ...] E [0, 1] outside a set of measure zero the following 
results hold: 
lim.(ai + ... + an) =oo, 	 (4.3) 
fl-*OO fl 
FIn n 
lim [f a,, = H (i + k 2 + 2k) ' 	 - (4.4) n—oo Ni=1 	i=1 
and 
lim lnq,,  —= 
n 	121n2 (4.5) 
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Proof Put 1(x) = ai (x), i.e. 1(x) = k for x E 	
-) 
and the R.H.S. of (4.2) diverges. 
This gives the first result (a truncation argument makes this rigorous). For the second 






dx -. 	-ln1+k22k  n_co fl k(n 
from which (4.4) follows. The final equation emerges as follows. Note that 
Pn(X) - 	 1 
[a i ,...,  an] = q(x) - ai+[a2, ... ,an] 
1 	 q_ 1 (G(x)) 
- 
- a1  + q,.:i(G(z)) 	p_ 1 (G(x)) + a 1 q_ 1 (G(x)) 
The equations are in their simplest form so p(X) = q0 _ j (G(x)), thus 
pn(X)p n_i(G(X)) p i(G'(x)) 	 1 
q(x) q0_i(G(x))" 	
-
qi (G_ 1 (x)) - qn (x)' 
so 
—1nq(x) = : E in qn _ k (Gk( x )) k<n ) 
Put f(s) = In x and 
— 2.lnqn (x) = : 	f(G"(x)) - 	 - in 
(Pn—k(G 
 k(X)) 
k(n 	 k(n 
which with (4.2) gives 
lim 
1 





k<n 	 - 






1 00 (_1)c 
= 	1n2(k+1)2 ' 
7r 2 
- 	121n2 
Now for x E (0,1) 
x 	I qIX 	PkI 	1 —1I=—--i< < 
Pk qk I - pkqk+1 - 
thus 





In  Gk(x)  I 	I G L- (x) 
 p_k(Gh(r)) I - 	 I p_k(Gk(z) - 




Thus the third result (4.5) is obtained. 	 0 
Now the theory is generalized slightly to encompass the joint distribution of ' x,, and y, 
as defined above. Firstly define 
T(x,y) = ( Xn+i,yn+j), 
then from [10], 
thus giving 




















1 	11  (4.6) 
similarly 
T1(x,y)= ({}, 
	)   
Now consider the invariant density 
1 	1 
- P(X,  
where 
p(x, y) = p(T(x, y)) = p(T'(x, y)), 
which is easy to verify. Then define a measure over [0, 1] x [0, 1] I x I as 
J dxdy = 	( 1 +xy)2 ' 
for any subset A of I x I. Now the mapping T will be seen to be ergodic with respect 
to the measure IL. Putting T(x,y) = (T i (x, y), T 2(x, y)), T 2(x,y) = T2(y) = G(y) which 
is mixing by [[11]]. Defining 
S = [0,xi,x2,x3 ,...], 	 - 
Y = [O,Y1,y2,y3, ... ], 
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then 
Ti (x ) y) = [O,yi ,x i ,x 2 , ... ], 
T2(x,y) = 
So for any k 
Tlk 
	y) = [0, Jfk, Jfk—i, Yk-2, •••, 1/i, Xi, X2, ...], 
T(x,y) = [0,yk+i,yk+2,...], 
so from the invariance of the measure 
urn I' l f(x,y)g(T'(x,y))da = urn 	 f(Tk(x, y))g(T"(x,y))dp,  10 1 j  n—oo
= urn 10 '  j f(T'(x, y))g(T"4(x, 	(1+xy)2 
But since k can be made arbitrarily large, T(x, y) can be approximated arbitrarily 
closely by the function T(y), dependent only on y by putting 
thus the x dependency of T(x, y) can be ignored. So integrate out the x dependency 
to obtain 
k 	________ lim I f(Tk(x, y))g(T 
n+  (x ) )) 	
1 	
dy, 
JO 	 [y(1+xy)Io 
= lim f' f(Tk( x, y ))g(T?+k(x, 	_dui Tz-+o0j0 	 1+y' 











J'j1f(x,y)dqj 1 j1 g(x,y)dA.   
 
Then since this works for arbitrarily large k the required condition for mixing and hence 
ergodicity is obtained. Then from the Birkhoff-Kinchin ergodic theorem [11] for suitably 
convergent functions f 
lim 
1  E f(T'(x,y)) = 
1n2J
' J ' 
 
(1)2 dxdY. 	 (4.7) 
Also by [11] 
	
Jim lnq
N 	r 2 — 
= 
N—.00 N 121n2' 
giving the asymptotic expression 
lnq 	 (4.8) 
12ln2' 
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4.2 The generic closed formula 





r=O 	( 1 +xy) 2 
Note that 
	
1 1 -Y1 1 -1 00 	1 k—i 	oo k—i 
J0 >Jdy=>f 	dy=J dy, r=O 	k=1 	T r=0 	k=1 r=0 	T 
0000 	1 	 00 	L 
 Ik dy=J'dy. 
r0 k=r+i 	T 	r=0 0 
Thus finally 
12 °° 	' 	dxdy 
j Pr(s) (i+xy)2 
This is a standard integral left as an appendix. Thus 
Theorem 4.3 The averaged spacing distribution of the spectrum of the quantized two-
dimensional simple harmonic oscillator of generic frequency ratio is 
___ 	 if 0 < s < 1, 
F(s) 
{ 6 
= 6 	12 1 s—i" 2 / - \ 	1 (s_2\ 	I's _21 	 (4.9)  n( 	)-mIi, 
- 	 \ 5 	 S 	4 	s / S 
Proof see appendix A. 	 0 
Various observations can be made about F(s). It is not clear that the total integral and 
the mean are both unity; the delta function obtained earlier has mean zero for example. 
It is found that 




F(s)ds = 100  sP(s)ds = 
Proof see appendix B. 	 0 
Also 







Figure 4.1: The generic spacing distribution. 
Proof This result arises from the asymptotic expansion of F(s). For large s 
6 	12 [(S 1 - 	1n s-1\ 1( s _2\
) 
 2 (s_2\l
72 	S I s ( 	)__ 	) in 	)]' 
	




+ i--) in(i-- -- i 
1\2 	/ 	1) 	1 ( 
	
2\ 2 / 	2\ 12P(s) 	
2s ( 	SI 	\ s 4 
	In (1 
 
SI 	\ 	S 
1 	1 3 1 
2s s 	2S2 	3 ,53 
= 
1 3 2 
= 
F(s) = 	+ Q(4) 
The mean of the distribution is unity, thus the variance of the distribution is 
00 
Var(P(s)) = j(s - 1) 2 P(s)ds. 	 - 
The integral will then have a term of order O(s') to be integrated over (1,00) which 
is divergent so the variance and hence the standard deviation is infinite. 	 0 
S 
Corollary 4.3.3 P(s) is a C' function. 
- Proof From F(s) we can see that F(s)" will have a terms of the form in (!) and 
In which blow up at 0 and 2 respectively, giving an upper bound of 2 on the 
differentiability. Differentiating P(s) we obtain 
F(s)' 	
{ 0 	 if 0 < s 1, 
	
= - 6 121(s-1\ 
(1+21n 
 s—i 	1 (s-2)
sir2 ft 3 ) 	( s )) 3 	
(1+2ln82)], ifs>1, 
which on substitution gives 
P(1)+ = P(i) - = 0, 
S0 77(-s-)4 is continuous. Then differentiating again yields 
0 	 if 0 < s < 1, 




(i+2hi 2 )}, ifs>1, 
which gives 
P(1) = O,whereas P(i)+ = 00 
giving the required result. 	 o 
Thus we have obtained the generic behavior of the two dimensional harmonic oscillator, 
which will be the result of most physical relevance. It would be interesting to see 
how well numerical studies reflect this theory. The fact that frequency ratios close to 
rationals are often used for numerics, with a finite number of energy levels, suggests 
that distributions similar to the delta functions predicted above may be observed. The 
distribution can be seen (Fig. 4.1) to have a degree of level clustering. 
The average was taken over exponential ranges of volume U of the distribution 
F(s, U). However P(s, U) has been seen to oscillate with U and it would be a natural 
investigation to examine these oscillations. A potentially convergent variance may be 
defined as 
Var(s) = lim - JW(P(s,eW))2dw, 
W-00 'V 
and a similar analysis to above applied to obtain a variance distribution in 5, which by 
the second corollary would be expected to have a divergent average in S. However, the 
generic analysis does not follow through and the variance as defined above seerffs to be 
dependent on the actual value of the frequency ratio. - 
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Chapter 5 
Higher dimensional oscillators 
In this chapter harmonic oscillators of general dimension win be studied. Instead of 
taking an average over W of P(s, eW),  an average over the frequencies of the oscillations 
will be taken. In two dimensions P(s) will be obtained analytically for s < 1, which will 
agree with the results of the generic case of chapter 4. This method failed to achieve the 
results of Chapter 4 for s> 1. In general dimension the following result will be obtained 
Theorem 5.1 For the n dimensional harmonic oscillator, the level spacing distribution, 
when averaged over the frequencies, is bounded by its initial value 
P(0) = C(n) -1 . 
Proof The proof involves another result from number theory. Essentially, it says that 
the proportion of points of the unit lattice visible from the origin is C(n)'. Specifically 
Lemma 5.1.1 Fix a hypercube of side M based at the origin. Then, as M - oo, the 
proportion of points of the unit lattice lying in this box, and visible from the origin, tends 
to (()_1. 
Proof This follows the proof found in [18]. We can assume that the fixed point is the 
origin, and need to consider only lattice points having all non-negative coordinates. Now 
taking the region of the unit lattice in [0, m] x ... x [0, m] x {m}, i.e. the hyperplane with 
final coordinate m that intersects the hypercube [0, m] x ... x [0, m], count the number of 
lattice points in the square section of the hyper-plane that can 'see' the origin without 
other lattice points in the way. If J_i(m) counts the number of different sets of n - 1 
(equal or distinct) positive integers < m, whose greatest common divisor is prime to m, 
then the same value is obtained. There are a total of m'' lattice points in thjegion, 
so finding the average over m of m''J_1(m) Will give the required probability. 
Let m have prime factors Pi, ••, Pq . There are a total of m' points being considered. 
Of these ()t_1, 	(ia)fl-i have common divisor Pi, ...,Pq  respectively, which include P2 	 P9 
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points with common divisor PiTh, ... respectively, so by the principle of 
inclusion-exclusion 
j 	 (m\' 1 	/ m \fl_1 J_i(m) = rn" 
—(,,n ) n 
	




m'''J_1(m) = IT (1- 1 ). 
plm 
The average is defined by 
m'"J_1 (m) = Jim 1:M-00 
Mr<m 
Note that the term (i)"'  in the sum (where P1P2 ... Pr are any primes) will occur 
once every time m increases by P1P2 ... Pr, thus 
f1V 	 '' 1 \ m'''J_i (m) = 1 - 
	
- ... + (, / -) + 
Pi P1P2 
where the sum is over all possible primes (and products of primes). Thus 
m'J_1(m) = II (1 - 	= 
which gives the required probability. 
The proof of the theorem will be developed as follows. First, dimensions two and three 
will be explored, from which the generalization to n dimensions will naturally follow. 
5.1 The lower dimensional oscillators 
Lemma 5.1.2 Theorem 5.1 holds in the two dimensional case. 
Proof To evaluate the spacing distribution in two dimensions the manner of intersection 
of the following surface (line) with (unit) lattice points is required. So by (1.15) 
U = 
(w.rn) 2 
Defining c = - gives 
Wa 
— (cm + M2 )2 
2o 
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Now fix a, E> 0 (where € is small) and suppose that a is randomly chosen from [a, a+E]. 
Consider the spacings that occur as a ranges over the small interval. m 1 , rn2 is fixed 
(large for the semi-classical limit) and U is increased until another lattice point is reached 
at (mi, rn'2 ) = (m 1 , m 2 ) + (q, p) where U = U'. As indicated in Fig 2.1 the vector 
(q, p) will be one of two types. These shall be denoted as types 1,2 (for the sake of 
generalization). For type 1, q < 0 and p> 0 and type 2 has q> 0 and p < 0. Having 
p, q < 0 would require a reduction in U which goes against the definition of the spacings, 
and there will be no spacings with q, p> 0 provided c is small. The spacing in either of 
the possible cases is 
U' - U 	+ q) + (m 2 + p))2 - (amj + M2 )2), 
U' - U 	
1
-(aq + p)(ami  + m2 ), 
Considering P(s < A), i.e. spacings smaller than A, gives one of two possibilities, 
depending on the type of shift (q, p). So changing the signs of q,p if necessary 
1:3q,p ~!O with (q,p)= 1, q:5 ml , 0<p—qa< 	
Aa 
am1 + rn2 
2:Jq,p ~!O with (q,p)=1, pm2 , 0<—p+qa< 	
Aa 
am1 + m 2 
Note that for any a E [a, a + c] the spacing cannot be any q, p such that (q, p)> 1, since 
dividing by the greatest common divisor gives new coordinates q, p which represent a 














- 	 I.. 	 q q(am1 +rn2)j 
These define intervals over which a can vary whereby a spacing s < A is obtained. The 
size of these intervals are 
Ii (q,p)I 	I12 (q,p)I 
- 	
Aa 
q(am i + rn2 ) 
The approximation will be accurate semi-classically since the variation in a - is much 
larger than the variation in Aafor large rn1 , m 2 and small E. If the size of these 
intervals are summed over q and p within their respective bounds, with (p, q) = 1 such 
that 
( 
a) lies in the interval [a, a + €] the cumulative total size of intervals of..c, over 
which a spacing is smaller than A is obtained, if this is divided by the total variation in 
a, i.e. e, then an estimate of P(s < A) is obtained. Note, however, that this as sumes the 
distinct intervals do not intersect, whereas, in reality, as A increases, the intervals I (p, q) 
will intersect each other. So for larger values of A, the sum overestimates P(s < A). 
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However, for a small enough A >O the intervals stop intersecting and the sum becomes 
exact. Thus 
P(s <A) :5 jj:j:j.1j (q,p)jj, 
with equality for small A = 0. Sum 1 is over all q,p such that (q, p) = 1, q :
~ m1 and 
lies in [a,a + c]. Similarly sum 2 is over all q,p such that (q, p) = 1, p :5 m2 and lies 
in[a,a+E]. Then 
Aa 
e(am1+m2){ } . 
Considering sum 1, for each value q, over the interval [a, a + c] there will be on average 
cq values of R of which ((2) - ' will be such that (q,p) = 1 by lemma 5.1.1. Thus 
MI 1 
= 	±q((2)1 = cm,((2)'. 
1 q 
And noting that p m2 is equivalent to q < 	gives 
- a 
M 2  
2 q 
Thus 
P(s < A) 	Aa 
c(ami + m2) 
(cm i ((2) - ' + 
P(s < A) < 
The gradient of F(s < A) gives the required probability distribution F(s). From the 
construction, P(s < A) will be steepest when the intervals I(p, q) are not intersecting, 
i.e. where F(s < A) = A((2), which in turn means for small spacings tJ = ((2) -1 . 
Thus the initial value P(0) is the maximum. Thus the main theorem is proved for 
dimension two. 
0 
In two dimensions this result can be extended slightly as stated below. This is due to 
the intervals I(q,p) not intersecting for A < 1. 
Corollary 5.1.1 For the two dimensional oscillator, for .s < 1 1  F(s) = 
Proof IfI1(q,p)nI,(q',p') = 0 for A < 1 then from the above discussion the sum used to 
estimate F(s < A) is precise and the corollary proved. Firstly, if a € Ii(q,p) fl I2(q',p') 
then adding the defining inequalities of I,(q,p) and 12 (q',p') gives 
Aa 	1 




am1 + m2 ' 
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am1  + m2 ' 
am1  + m2 < Aa(q + q'), 
so taking the bounds q < m 1 and p 	into account give 
or 
am 1  + m2 < .X(am j  + m2 ), 
which is a contradiction for ) < 1. Similarly for a e Ii (q,p)flhi (q',p'), from the defining 
inequalities, an intersection assumes that 
Ace 
q 	q' 	q q(cxmi+m2)' 
q' q q(amj+m2)' 
which again gives 
am 1  + m2 < )(am, + m2 ), 
by the same argument. The case of a E 12 (q, p) fl 12 (q', p') is similar. This completes 
the corollary. D 
Next consider the three dimensional case. 
Lemma 5.1.3 Theorem 5.1 holds in the three dimensional case. 
Proof In three dimensions the intersection of the following surface with the three di- 
mensional unit lattice is required to evaluate the spacing distribution. Then using (1.15) 
U 
= ()3 
6w 1 c 2w3 
Then defining  = - and /3 = gives 
W3 	 W3 
- (am +[M2 + M3 )3 
6a13 
Now this time fix a, b,e1 ,c2 (where Ci and C2  are small) and randomly select a and /3 from 
[a, a + Ci] and [a, a + €2] respectively. Then to find the spacing, fix m 1 , m 2 , m3 (which 
again are large) and increase U until another lattice point is reached at (rn'1 , m,—m') = 
(Ml ,m 2 ,m3)+(q,p,r) where U = U'. Indicated in Fig 8.lis an example ofasijift vector 




Figure 5.1: The 3-d energy surface in m space. 
labeled 1,...,6, each having coordinates involving both signs. The spacing in all cases 
will be 
U'-U = 
4= U' - U 	
1
-(qa + p13 + r)(arn1  + [3m2  + M3 )2. 
Again consider the probability of obtaining a spacing under some small parameter A, 
denoted as P(s <A). Then changing the signs of q, p, r as appropriate gives the following 
six possibilities. 3q, p, r> 0 with (q, p, r) = 1 such that 
q :!~ m 1 ,p :~ m 2 , 0< —qa 	/3r < 	
2a[3A 
(am +/3m2 + m3)2' 
2a)3,\ 
q :5 m 1 , 	0< .—qa+p/3+ r < 
(am1 +f3m2 + rn3)2' 
q:5 m 1 , r < m3 0 < —qa + p13 — T < 	
2a/3A 









The requirement that (q, p, r) = 1 ensures that only minimal spacings are counted. For 
any point (q, p, r) that has coordinates that are not co-prime, reduce each coordinate 
b + c2 
b 
 
a 	a+€1 	 a 
Figure 5.2: 11 I1 (q,p,r)I in (a,/3) space. 
by the greatest common divisor and a new shift vector is found that gives a smaller 
spacing. Then following the pattern of two dimensions define 
2a/3A 
11 (q,p,r)= (a, P)JO < —q —p/3 + r < (ami +/3m2 + m3)2' 
with 12, ...,16 defined similarly. Also define I2 (q,p,r), as the area that (c,/3) varies 
over in 11 (q,p,r) such that (,/3) is restricted to the sample box [a,a+ €'] x [b,b+ E21. 
Then P(s < A) is estimated in much the same manner as the two dimensional case, first 
summing the areas of (cr, 0) that give rise to a spacing less than A and then dividing 
this sum by the total area E1E2. Thus 
1 6 
P(s < A) < 	 (5.1) 
- E1E2 
where the sums 1 to 6 are over q, p, r subject to the restraints listed above. Consider first 
F, 1 * By Lemma 5.1.1 a factor of ((3) -1 arises due to the requirement (q,p,r) = 1. Now 
keep q and p fixed and sum I II, (q,p, r) 11 over the integers r = qc+p/3 that occur as c and 
3 range over the box [a,a+€i] x [b,b+E2]. From Fig. 5.2, this corresponds to swnming 
the shaded regions over values of r for which the strips intersect the box. Note that the 
'constant' B in the figure is (+b,'m)2  The parallel strip arises from the -inequality 
o < — qa - p3 + r < (am , A+m)3 • B can be treated as constant since for large values 
mi the main variation in the inequality arises out of the change in —qa - p/3 + r as a 
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and 6 vary over the box. Then for fixed q and p, the contribution to E, of 	r)Jf 
over possible values r will be the area of the box multiplied by factor ((3)'B. The 
zeta function arises due to the co-prime condition. The factor B can be seen to arise 
as follows. Parallel strips arise when integer solutions of r = qo + p13 occur as o and 3 
vary. Note that all possible values of r occur with the following values of o and 8 
o=[a+c], cE{O 1 	I.!.21" 'q 'q'•••' q 1' 
/3=[b+dJ, dEIOla [!21' 
(- 'p'p' ••• ' p 
If this is considered as a lattice of points (distinct from the unit lattice) inside the sample 
box [a,a+ e']  x [b,b+ €21,  then the strips described above link up diagonal points in the 




 apart and the strips have 
width B(p2 +q  2 ) - , so since there are c l q€2p lattice points, for fixed q, p the contribution 
to > of 	 is 	 + () 2B(p2 +q2)_, i.e. ((3) 1 €1 €2 B. Then 
summing over the possible values of q and p gives 
= (3) 1 €1 e2 .B.mi .m2 . 
Applying the same argument to the other five cases (i.e. fixing q and p and summing 
the areas over the remaining integers r that occur in the variation of o and 3, followed 
by a summation over q and p) gives the following 
= C(3) -1 c1 c2B.m1 m1 . 
2 
Here the values q:5 m 1 and p :5 m 1 have been summed freely; the factor occurs due 
to the observation that half of the values q, p in these bounds give a negative value of 
r = qa - p/3 which is required to be positive. Similarly 
m1 
M3 = ((3)'c1 c2 .B. 	1 = 
3 	 q=1 p=q 
and 
4 	 2ab' 
again a factor of a occurs since hail of the points (q, p) in the rectangle q ~ !, p ~ 9• 
give a value of r = qa +p/3 greater than the limit m3 (r goes up to 2m3 in the rectangle). 
In much the same manner for the remaining two cases 
> = ((3)-1E1E2.B-M2- M3  a 5 
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and 
-. 	 C(3Y'€ie2.B..m2.rn2.. 
Then from (5.1) 
P(s < A) ! ~ B((3)' (am
j + brn2  + M3 )2 
2ab 
which reduces to 
P(s < A) !~ C(3) - 'A. 	 (5.2) 
Note that just as in the two dimensional case the greater A is the more the regions 
I(q,p, r) will overlap on the sample region [a, a + €i] x [b, b+ e2]  and the sum in (5.1) will 
overestimate P(s < A). It is similarly apparent that P(s < A) increases most rapidly 
when there is no intersection of the regions 1i (q, p, r), so because F(s) is defined by the 
gradient of P(s <A), F(0) will represent the maximum of F(s). From the construction 
it is also apparent that both the position and the shape of the region that a and 3 are 
averaged over is irrelevant; the argument works with any shape. Thus the lemma is 
proved. 0 
5.2 Small spacings in general dimension 
The main theorem has been shown to be true for dimensions two and three. To see the 
general case, the method of proof follows the same line in a more general manner. The 
spacings are generated by the following surface (as derived in (1.15)) 
= (w.rn)" 
n! fl w1 
Defining a• = -- gives 
- 
(ai m, +...  + a_1rn_1  + rn)'1 - (a.rn)' 
- 	 n!fl11a1 	
- n!1111a1 
Now a 1 , ... , an - 1  is randomly selected from a patch R with total (hyper)volume e. This 
is fixed (and small) such that a• > 0. m 1 , ..., Mn are also fixed and the volume enclosed 
U increased to U' where the next lattice point is passed through at 
' = rn + p, where 
m > 0. Note that the coordinates p i must be co-prime, otherwise the common divisors 
can be divided out and a new shift vector obtained (in the same direction) that represents 
a smaller spacing. Then note that for any two quantities X and Y such that Y-is slightly 
larger than X 
Y - X"= (Y - X)(Y' + XY2 + ... + X') n(Y - X)X, 
so putting U and U' for X and Y gives spacing 
- 	'- 	
n(,p + ... + n-iPn- I + pn )(ai m i + ... + a_1m_, + m)' 
n!fla 
Let III,({p})II denote the volume in R such that the spacing induced by the shift 
vector p is less than A, i.e. where 
A(n-1)!fJ. 1 a1 0 < 	< 	'n-i 	 (5.3) 
1=1 	 .L._,j=1 am1) 
Then P(s < A) shall be estimated by 
P(s < A) 	II 1i({})II. 	 (5.4) 
The inequality arises due to the assumption that the volumes III,({p})II do not intersect. 
As A -+ 0 the area of these intersections will become of a negligible order, and the 
inequality becomes exact. Fix Pi, •.., Pn-i and count the number of integers pn arising 
from 
pn 	—(alp  + ... + c a _ipn i), 	 (5.5) 
as {a} vary within the region H. For each integer found IIIj({p})IJ will measure the 




, = -, 
P1 
where ni are integers. As a lattice, the points have a density of fl1' p•. Then consider 
(5.5) as a surface in Q• space. When p,, is an integer, the surface will pass through these 
lattice points. The surface will also pass through lattice points when p,, is replaced by 
p +1. Then the volume enclosed between these two surfaces (taking the density fl1' P1 
into account) will give the density of lattice points in the surface, which is 
	
' 	
(p + 1) - p - i-i:'=-,' A. 	 P ll.  
1=1 
Note that all possible integers Pn will be generated. Thus each strip contains lattice 
' points with a density fl : -' . . The width of these strips, which arises from the in- 
- 
equality (5.3), is B (>IZl 	2,  where 
1)! 1iT;A B = (n 	 . 	 (5.6) 
(>11=1 cx.m 1 ) 
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Thus the contribution from each lattice point to the area II1i({})II is 
BC(71)' (:P2) 	
(vi';J) 
Then as there are a total of c fl' pi lattice points in the region R 
(n-1_i 	
-1 
= B 	 C(n) €flp1 = B((n)'€. 
It then remains to sum this value over the values Pi, •••,Pn-i that can occur for each 
fixed p. The zeta function arises, by Lemma 5.1.1, as a result of the co-prime condition 
on the coordinates p. Going back to the original space the surface is embedded in, as 
the coordinate M n (and so the coordinate p,) varies over one integer value, an area is 
induced on the surface that will count the number of possible vectors Pi, ..•,Pn-i, when 
resolved in the direction of Mn. Thus the total area resolved in direction Pn  of the 




so if r denotes the perpendicular distance from the origin to the surface 
r= (Un!Uai)j-j=_, 




- 	 _ 
- n!fl 1 a1 
gives 
dU 	_______ 	4M)"-1121
= A = (n— 1)!fl 1 a (n— 1)!fl. 1 a 
If 0 is the angle that the normal of the surface makes to the direction of the vector Mn  
Then substituting into (5.4) yields 
P(s <A) 	<(n)-'B€A.A cos 0 , 
= !C(n)- 'BEAA_• m 
lflmI' 
= 1-(n'BEA.A _1 m11 1 
IIIml 
= 
C(nY ' A. 
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Now the average probability distribution ij5 is given found from the gradient of P(s < 
A). So since the intersections of the areas III({p;}NI is smooth with respect to A, the 
gradient will have a maximum at A = 0. This gives the required result. Note that as 
A increases the intersections will increase in frequency and so the estimate of F(s < A) 
become more inaccurate, which would suggest that F(s) be a decreasing function. This 
seems to be true in the case of two dimensions, from the generic result of chapter 4, but 
is left as conjecture for the general case. 
As the dimension n -+ 00, the initial value of the spacing distribution becomes 
F(0)= lim((n) 1 = 1. 
If this observation is considered with the conjecture that the spacing distribution is a 
decreasing function, it seems plausible that the distribution becomes Poisson, as in the 




Particle in a box 
This chapter is an application of the method employed in chapter 3. There it was 
shown for the TDHO that for the system with frequency ratio that diverges suitably, 
the spacing distribution P(s, U) approximates the delta function infinitely many times 
in the semi-classical limit U - 00. The method will be applied to the system of a 
particle trapped in a two dimensional box (or infinite potential well). For the number 
theoretic point of view, this is equivalent to considering the distribution arising as an 
ellipse passes through the integer lattice (in the quarter plane). So, following the case of 
the TDHO (i.e. section 2.2), it will first be outlined why the box with rational side ratio 
gives rise to the delta function. Then the U axis will be split into intervals (Ui , U1+1 ) 
such that towards the end of each interval, provided that a• (or qi) is suitably large, the 
distribution P(s, U) will approach a delta function. Then the following result will have 
been obtained. 
Theorem 6.1 Consider the quantized system of a particle in a two dimensional box 
withlengths of ratio [ao , a1 , a2, ...], such that the a1  have a subsequence b• where 
lnbN+l  
/ 
Then for large n in the intervals (O(q +1), eq0 q, 1 ) of U give rise to a spacing distribu-
tion where F(s) 0 for s > c for any fixed 5, E> 0. 
Proof For a box of sides 1 1, 12, by (1.17) (see [1], [6] for example) 
U = 1 1 127r
= [am + 4 	12+121 1 	2] 	4 
where 
12 = 	= [ao , all a2 ,...]. 
Now define 
	
irfp 	2 	q 	21 Un = — I—m 1 +—m2 IU, 





pm+qm=k, say, 	 (6.1) 
then putting x = pn m i and y = qm 2 gives 
k = x 2  + y 2 . 	 (6.2) 
Note that the values x and y are both taken to be in the positive quadrant, because 
the quantum numbers in, are. Also, x and y are both non-zero, otherwise the quantum 
wavefunction associated with the quantum numbers becomes zero everywhere. 
6.1 Expressing integers as the sum of squares 
The following results are used in the analysis, and added for the sake of completness 
Lemma 6.1.1 (6.2) will have solutions (x, y) with x > 0, y> 0, if and only if the prime 
factorization of k = 2 fl p16  [I q is such that all y 'S are even where q = 3(mod4) in 
each case, and a is odd if all the 8's are zero. Then there will be 11(1  +,3) solutions, 
unless k is a perfect square, when there are fl(1 + 3) - 1. 
Proof This is an outline of the proof found in Hardy and Wright [10]. The essence of 
the proof is to resolve k into its prime factors over the field of Gaussian integers Z(i) 
and use the uniqueness of primes to count the various possibilities. The first step is 
to see how the primes p over the natural numbers compare to primes over Z(i). For 
Gaussian integer a+ ib the norm N is defined as a 2  + b 2 . Now if a natural prime p is not 
prime over Z(i) then there exists prime ir such that p = irA. Then taking norms means 
NP = NirNA = p2 and Nir = p for p not to be prime over Z(i). Then if ir = a + ib, 
P = a2  + b 2 . Now there are three cases to consider. 
Ifp=2 then 
p=12 +12 =(1+i)(1—i). 
So 1 + i, —1 + i, 1 - i and —1 - i are primes of Z(i). These primes are equivalent 
(associates) as they all transform to one another by a unity of Z(i). 
lip = 4m + 3, then it must be a prime of Z(i) as it is not possible to have p = a2  + b2 
as a square congruent to 0 or 1(mod4). 
This leaves the remaining case 
p = 4m + 1, which requires some quadratic residue theory. For if there exists a 
solution to x 2 	—1(modp) then p(x + i)(x - i). So if p were a prime of Z(i) then it 
would divide x + i or x - i which is false since ± are not integers. It follows that 
PP 
p = irA, where ir = a + ib and A = a - ib and Nir = a2  + b2  = p, i.e. p can be expressed 
as the sum of two squares. Now there is always a solution x' to xx' a(modp), where 
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it is assumed that (a, p) = 1. Then two cases occur. Either x = x' and a solution 
exists to z2 _ 1 (modp) or there is no solution. If there is a solution then note that 
p - x —x is also a solution. If there are any other solutions x 2 then x 2 a and X2  a 
so (x - z 2 )(x + x 2 ) = - 0. Thus either x 2 x or z 2 —x p - x and so 
there are only two solutions to the congruence. Then the numbers 1, 2, ...,p - 1 may 
be grouped together as x, p - x and (p - 3) pairs of distinct numbers that each give 
product a. Then noting that x(p - x) —a means 
(p - 1)! —a.a" 	—a"'(modp). 
Similarly if the original congruence has no solution then 
(p - 1)! a'(modp). 
Now Legendre's symbol () is defined to be +1 or —1 depending on whether the con-
gruence has a solution or not, respectively. Then 
(P - 1)! - (a) a1_1)(modp). 
Now x2 1(modp) has solutions ±1 thus Wilson's theorem is obtained 
(p— 1)! —1(modp). 
Then combining Wilson's theorem with the case of a = —1 obtain 
f-1\ = (—i)', 
which is unity when p = 4m + 1, thus solutions to the original congruence exist. 
Note that primes of G(i) have a prime norm otherwise there will be a natural prime as 
a factor. Now it is possible to express k as a product of primes of G(i). 
k = {(1 + i)(1 - i)1 ̀ 111(a + ib)(a - ib)} 16 1147 , 
where a and b are positive and unequal and p = a 2 +b2 . Then from above this expression 
is unique apart from the order of a and b. All the factors are primes of G(i). For k to 
be the sum of two squares 
k = A 2  + B 2 = (A + iB)(A — iB), 
then 
A + iB = it (1 + j)al(1 - j)Q2 JJ{(a + ib)'(a - ib)2} JJq71, 
A - iB = i'(1 - i)al(1 + )12  JJ{(a - ib)P1(a + ib)2} 11472, 
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where t = 0,1,2or 3, a1 +a2 = a,01+02 = /3 and 71+72 = . Thus by taking 
conjugates it is apparent that 'y 1  = 72, SO if the q terms are not of even power then 
there is no representation. This leaves 4(1 + a) fl(1 + /3) possible choices of the various 
factors. However the factors with norm 2 transform to one another under multiplication 
by unity, so only the four possibilities oft count. Thus there are 4fl(1 +13) possibilities. 
The —1 for the case of k being a squared integer occurs, due to solutions where one of 
xoryiszero. 0 
Define Z(m) as the number of values k < m such that (6.2) has a solution. Then the 





M 	N rE3(mod4) 
Proof This brief account follows the proof found in Hardy's "Ramanujan" [16], or 
Dickson's encyclopaedic [18]. The problem was originally solved by Landau. Primes 
4m + 1 and 4m + 3 will again be denoted by p and q respectively. Now by the first 
lemma, in order that k be the sum of two squares, then it is necessary and sufficient 
that k = 2' 11 fl fl q' where the 7's are even. Define bk as 1 when k is the sum of two 
squares, and 0 otherwise. Then bk is 1 when 




AS) == 1 	]J 1 p3 	 1 _q2s 
Also 
1 	1 	1 
1 -2 1__8 ci1 _q_8' 
and 
meaning that 
f(s)2 = O(s)C(s)L(s), 	 - (6.3) 
where 
1 	1 'çb(s) _____ 
1-2- 8 içi 1— q_25 
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Now ib(s) is a regular function and has no zeros for Re(s) > 1 . As to the other factors in 
(6.3), L(s) is a function that can be evaluated by residue theory, with value at s = 1, 
while C(s) is regular except for its pole at s = 1. Also neither C(s) or L(s) vanish in the 
region left of Re(s) < 1 where 
A 
Re(s)> 1— (ln(jtj + 2))A 
For large t in this region C(s) and L(s) are of order O((ln Itft). Then the regular 
function g(s) can be defined by 
AS) = (s - 1)g(s), 
and 
14 V)(1) 




Now the lemma is aimed towards an asymptotic estimate of 
B(x) = 
n<a, 
which is the number of integers less than x that can be represented as the sum of two 
squares. If B'(x) is defined as the same sum as B(x) except that if x is a represented 
integer, then the final term in the sum b,. is instead of unity, then using the Meffin 
transform 
1 	fc+ioo 	s 
B'(x) = f(s)—ds, 	 (6.5) 
for c> 1. This is because 
( 0, ifO<y< 
jc+iOO 	
1, 1 !!—ds= 	, 
1, 
and so substituting f(s) into (6.5) gives 
	
= 	j 	f(s)Lds= ---b f 	= >Jb, =B'(x). I
C+jOO
7r2 	 j 	 s 	27r2 	j \n) s 
The condition c > 1 ensures that on the path of integration Re(s) > 1 and so the 
defining sum of f(s) is convergent. As the singularity is an algebraic one inead of 
a pole, i.e. the power of the term (s - 1) is not an integer, the function is not single 
valued across the complex plane so the path of integration avoids the cut along the half 
line Re(s) < 1, Im(s) = 0, and follows the contour indicated in Fig. 6.1. Note that 
the two sections of the path running parallel to the real axis do not cancel out due 
iL 
- 1 
Figure 6.1: The path of the integral in the complex s-plane. 
to the non-single valuedness of the function. As R is sent to infinity, considering the 
estimates above the integrals along 'j and -y g are neglected in the approximation. The 
loop integral around the point s = 1 vanishes as the radius tends to zero. Remaining, 
by the Residue theorem 
'=1 f(s)!!_ds, - 	 72+74 
which on substitution yields 
g(s)ds. 
r 	 17  
Now using (6.4) 




(l - y)/ 
where 
h(s) = 1+ai(s-. 1)+a2(s-1)2
+... 
near s = 1. Then if h(s) is expanded as above and (1 - y) 1  is expanded, then the 
leading term in the integral becomes 	 - 
K-j 	
Kx f I? —ylnz 	2Kx 
fo, 
— Z 2 	 2Kx 1 dy = = e 	dy = 	e 	dz -=-. rX' o '/ 
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which gives the leading order term of 
Kx 
v . 
Using the other terms from the expansions indicated gives the complete expression as 
Kx I 	ci 
	
1 B(x)= 
for constants a•, from which the result follows. 	 0 
6.2 The box of nearly resonant sides 
Lemma 6.1.2 gives the asymptotic expression 
M 





If T(m) is defined as the number of solutions of (6.2) for k < m then since (6.2) defines 
a (quarter) circle of radius // 
T(m) fm 
 
Now firstly consider the spacing distribution arising from the integer solutions to (6.2). 
Each time there is a solution there are 1M 1  + 13) of them, which means there are 
fl(1 + 3) zero spacing contributions to the distribution. Between the values of k 
where solutions exist a single non-zero spacing contribution occurs. As k gets larger, it 
would seem intuitively that 1 [1( 1 +  3) would generally be increasing, which implies an 
increasing number of zero spacings occuring for each non-zero spacing. In the limit of 
m -* oo all spacings would essentially be zero. The delta function 5(s) as the spacing 
distribution would be obtained. 
Note that Z(m) gives the number of non-zero spacings for k < m and T(m) the total 
number of spacings, thus the proportion of non-zero spacings is 
Z(m) — 2/ 	H (i_
1)-12 
T(m) — 7r/ii rE3(mod4) 
which tends to zero as m —* oo giving a delta function. 
Now consider the distribution arising from (6.1). Firstly note that the solutions to 
(6.1) form a subset to the solutions to (6.2). If (x, y) are solutions to (6.2) then (f-,  -) 
will be solutions to (6.1) provided that p,,x and qy. Thus denote T(7J) as Me total 
number of solutions of (6.1) for U, U and Z(tT) as the number of values U, ~ U 





Now consider the proportion of non-zero spacings arising from (6.1) for U,. <ti,, then 
Z(tJ,.) < Z(m) - Z(m)p,.q,. 
T(tJ,,) - T(U,.) - T(m) 
thus 
1 ) _12 Z(tT,.) < 
  
	
T(U,.) - ir/ii 	r3(mod4) 
___ 	 1  )_12. Z(iJ,.) < 
 
i.e. 	 ___ 
T(tT,.)
- lrV/ln 
(42 U) r3(mod4) 
Now firstly consider the case of the box with rational sides. Then we have the situation 
a = 
-, (p, q) = 1 and p, q are positive integers. Then our approximate equation is exact 
and U, = U where p = p,,, q = q,,. Thus the proportion of non-zero spacings is 
________ 	










so for the rational box the spacing distribution of a delta function 5(s) exists. 
Now in the following construction we will see that for a certain class of box we can 
construct a sequence of diverging intervals (1'', V) such that, as U -* 00 through these 
intervals, the spacing distribution will approach a delta function. 
Now a will be represented by an infinite continued fraction along with its convergents 
as defined previously. Then U,. U as in chapter 3. From the rational case we know qn 
that the distribution of U,. is 5(s), the zero spacings essentially contributing to P(s). 
From U,. = U we can see that for each zero spacing contribution to the U,, distribution 
there will correspond a small spacing in the U distribution. If we choose a appropriately, 
then they will be seen to dominate the distribution. 
Firstly start U at V,._ 1 and consider the approximation of a by . Then, comidering 
the size of the small spacings generated, 2U 
- U,,I will give an upper bound. Then 
UUn 	[(a — ~n ) M 2 + (a— I _ qn ) M  2],  
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and from (2.10) 
	





ir [ (_l)n M2   
- 
f jj 









2q q 1 
_________ 	2 	2 -2 < 	, m 3 +m2 c £q q 1 
i.e. 2JU-Un j < 	2U 
cq q1 
Now impose the requirement that the small spacings be less than some fixed value 
€ > 0. Let U increase from V_ 1 . From (6.6) the upper bound on the spacings will 






At this point take the next approximation ce = 	whence 	2U, 	€ and 
q.+iq,. 2 
continue the process. This will divide the U line into a countable sequence of intervals 
(V_ 1 , V) which will all be passed through as U - oo. 
It remains to decide how many of these small spacings there are over each U interval. 
The values a• in the continued fraction expansion will then be picked to maximize them. 
Consider U E (1T_, Va). Then the proportion of non-bounded(by C)  spacings is 
pq 	
), T(U) 	iJ9pqU 
so for the proportion of non-bounded spacings to go to zero we require 
Pn q 
____ —f 0 as U - oc, 










Considering U = V_ 1 during the n th  approximation, we have 
G(q)2U 	/0(qn ) 2qn _ i q 	f3E4qn  1n q_ 1 
( 2 - (n \2 	— 1! 	4 + 	4 qn, v 'in 	'In 
which vanishes for large n. Thus at the start of each interval the small bounded spacings 
hardly contribute to F(s). Consider however U = V,, during the n th  approximant where 
/ln(q)2U 	
+ 
In  qn+l 
provided that the q grow quickly enough. Thus if 
11 lnqn+j 
n—oo q4 
then at the points U = V,, essentially all spacings are bounded by € (for large enough 
n). This requires a rapid divergence of the a•'s. Note that 
q 	a1 a2 ... a, 
so that 
lnqn+i 	lna1 ... a 
4 	- 
+ lna+j 
(a 1 ... a) 4 ' 
In a,, i 
- (a i ... a) 4 ' 
50 it is required that a 1 > 
Thus a class of a has been found such that F(s) 0 for s > € for U = 
asymptotically with n. 
The above construction will work for any € > 0. Thus consider the value CO and 
interval (V_ 1 (c0 ), V(c 0 )) it would appear that € can be reduced until V(c) = V_ 1 (€0 ) 
whereby the point V(€) will have moved across the whole interval implying all points 
in the interval, and so the U line, have bounded spacing distribution. However, if E l is 
the value of € such that V(c 1 ) = V_ 1 (€0 ) then 
ciqn q, ~ 1 = €oq.iq, 
so that 
CO 
0 as n -* oo. 
a,, 1 a,, 
Thus although we can start at any co there is no fixed value €(E0) > 0 such that the 
point V(c) will have moved through all the intervals for all n. 









_ j ( 3i 	qn _ iq\ 




1 	 2i In (coq_1qq) --+ 00. 
But c0  is the fixed initial value and the above quantity converges to zero. Thus if we pick 
a fixed interval and let € vary instead, so that V(€) covers it, then as U increases, the 
proportion of spacings in F(s, U) that are bounded will decrease when V(€) = V_ 1 (€0 ). 
Thus the most that can be hoped for is a sub-interval (x, V(€ 0 )) in each interval for 
which F(s) is bounded in s by €o . 
Then put 
aE 




1 	"2 2x 	, --1n (q 	/ qnq+i) —400, q 
4=,--ln(qx) —+00, 
In x 
- -* oo as n -+ 00 
an4 .l 
which is satisfied if x = O(q +1) for any 5> 0. Thus finally the theorem is proven. 0 
For the remaining ranges of U (most of it!) little can be said using the above argu-
ment, but Berry and Tabor [1] have argued for F(s) = C 8 for the particle in a box. 
It has been shown (in the 2-d case at least) that for the rational and a certain class of 
irrational a, F(s) 34 C 3 . 
LO 
Appendix A 
The generic spacing distribution 




f - r 	dydx F(s) =  Pr(S,X,y)t2, 	 (A.1) 
where 





	<s —<s2, 2 
and 
(x + r + i)(1 — ry) 	(x+r+i)(1+) r 
S i = 	 = - —(x + r + i). 	(A.2) 1+xy 	 1+xy 	x 
Integrate with respect to y first, by defining 
Qr(5,X) = I 	dy 
	
Pr(SXY) (1)2 	 (A.3) 
Jo  
Defining s, = s(y = 0), §i = s(y = -) gives the following values needed for the 
integral 
50 =r+x, 	si=r+x+1, s2=r+x+2, 
- r + x 	- 	 - r + x + 2 
s1=1, 	52++1. 
Also needed are the equations of the lines L i joining .s, to ë,. From Fig. A) in region 
A !. is to be integrated, whereas in region B, will be. Rearranging (A.2), with 
obvious notationJ i are defined by 
- 
- s+(x+r+i)  
or 
Yi 
= (x + r + i) - S 
sx + r(x  + r + i)' 
X 
S 
SO 	S081 	 Sl 	32 	 S2 
Figure A.1: Function regions over s,x plane 
so now remaining is the calculation of Q,(8,  x) for various regions of S. Where the regions 







Q, (S  x) = 
- J 	2 (1 + xy) 2 ' 
- _!IYO s+(x+r)(z+i.)(1+) 
- 	
2 
	(1 + xy) 2 	(1 + xy) 3 
- s-f-(x--r) [_1 
- 	 82 x 	[1+xyJ 0 
+ (x + r)(1  + ) 
[ __
-1  ir'O 2sx 	(1+xy) o 




14 2 x 	(x+r)(1+L) 
+ (x + r)(1 + 	1 
(s+ (x + r))2 
2s2x - (x+r)2(1-- )2 
- (s+(x-i-r))2 - 8+ (x+r) + (x+r)2 	- 
- 	 2s2 (x + r)2 	s2 x 	2s2x 2 
Which after expansion into partial fractions yields 
1 	1 	1 
Qr(S,X) = 	 ________ 
2s 2 s(x+r)+ 2(x +r)2 	 (A.4) 
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The following region 
-. 	 äo ~ S<äi 	
r -f x 
r+x+1 
gives 
fT_3 0 dy 
JQr(S, x) = 	 2 (1 + xy) 2 ' 
- s+(x+r)I 	1 1 
- 	 s2x 	[1_i±I 
r+1 J 
+ 
(x+r)(1+) F 	1 	
21] 2s2x 	L(1+ + ) 
- 8+ (x+r) - (1+)(x+r)(x -- 2r -- 2) 
- s2 (x + r  + 1) 	232 (x + r  + 1) 
Which on a partial fraction expansion gives 
	
Qr(S,X) = - 
1
- + 	 + 2s2 s(x + r  + 1) 2s2 (x + r + 1)2'
(A.5) 
The range 
1:~ 5<s1 	1<s<x+r+1, 
yields 
1i" 8-8 s— SO dy Qr(S, x) = 	- 	 + 	2 (1 + xy)2' 
- s+(x+r+2) { —1 	(x+r+2)(1+) r_1 P' 
- 	 s2 x 	L1+xyJ o 	2s2 x 	I.(1+xy)2 1 0 
+8(r) 1s+(x+r+1) 
s2 x 	(x+r+1)(1L) 
+ 
(x+r)(1+ ) (s+ (x+r+1))2 _11 
2s2 x 	(a, + r  + 1)2(1  + )2 	] 
- s+(x+r+2)s+L(x+r+1) 
- 	 82X 	 (x+r+1)(1+L) 
+ (x+r+2)(1+ ) (s+ (x+r+1))2 
— 1 2s2 x 	(x+r+1)2(1+ )2 
+ S + (x  + r) - (s + .(x + r))(s + (x + r + 1)) 
s2 x 	 s2x(x+r+1)(1+) 	 - 
+ (x + r)(s  + (x + ,. + 1))2 - ( + r)(1 + ) 
252 x(x + r  + 1)2(1  + ) 	2 Sx 	' 
- s+(x+r+2)(s+(x+r+1))(s+(x+r+2)) 
- 	 82 X 	 s2 x(x + 7.  + 1)(1 + ) 
(x+r+2)(s+L(x+r+1))2 (x+r+2)(1+r) 
	




s + (x + r) - (s + (x + r))(s + (z + r + 1)) 
s2 x 	 32 x(x + r  + 1)(1 + 
) 
(x + r)(s  + (x + r + 1))2 - (x + r)(1 + 
) + 
2s2 x(z + r +
E. 
 1)2(1 + 
) 	
2s2 x 
which reduces to 
Qr(S,X) _ __ - (s— 1)2  1 
S 2 X+T+x+r+1 	 (A.6) 
For the range 
r+x+2 
l ~ S <- 2 	1 ~ .s 
r+ x+ 1' 
find 
fTfs2—s dy 
Qr(5 , x) 
= 1 2 (1 + xy)2' 
- s+ 1 (x+r+2)1 r+1 _] - 
+ (x+r+2)(1+!) I_ (r+1)2  1 2s2 x 	 (x+r+1) 2 j' 
S+ (x+r-i-2) (x+r+2)(1+ )(x+2r+2) = 
- s2(x+r+1) + 	252(x+r+1)2 
which reduces to 
1 	1 	1—s 	1 
Qr(S,X) 	
+ 2s2(x+r+1)2 + 2  x+r+1 	(A.7) 
Finally, for the range 
x+r+2 
<s<x+r+2, x + r + 1 	- 
obtain 







(x + r + 2)2(1  +  




) - (s+ (x+r+2)) 2 
25 2 x 	2s2z(x + r  + 2)(1 + )' 
We 
which simplifies to 	 - 
1 	(s_2)2 	1 	1 
	
Qr(S,X) = 	+ 4S2 	4x + r  + 2 	
(A.8) 





7r r =0 fo 
So defining 
R,() = J Qr(s,x)dx, 0 
will just leave the summation over r to be calculated. Now Rr() shall be calculated for 
various intervals of s. Now from (A.4) first consider the interval 
~ S <X + T, x+r+1 	— 
this will give different calculations for r = 0 and r > 1. Consider first r = 0. The range 
















s 1 ]_ s-sI-- 	ns 	+ 
1 	2 	1 1—s 	1 





= 	s) + — + 
1
—ln(1 — s), 	 (A.9) 2s 
and for 
obtain 
= I ' (~~ — — + 1 2  ) dx, sx 2x 
_1 	 1 	1 
[1—s]— 1 —[mi—ins]-- —+ —, 2s2 s 	 2 2s 
Rr(S) 	
1 
-! + In s. (A.10) =  2s2 2 s 











s \ 1—s 
Rr(S) = _____ _____ 







fi/l 	1 	1 






 In (S 	.r ) 2(r+ 1)2r 	 (A.12) 2S2 	 +
The third region is 





 = 	- s(x + r) + 2(x + )2) dx, 
giving 
1 _s+l)_1n(T+l Rr(S) = 	
s 	s ) - 2(r + 1) + 	
(A.13) 







= I r(+ s(x+r+l) + 22(++1)2) dX, 	- 0 
so 
r 	1 	1 
+-1n11 
	\ 1—s 
2s2 2s(1 - s) s 	(r + 1)(1 - - 2s2 + 2s2(r + 1)• 	
(A.14) 





=  fo ,  + (++ 1) + 2s2(x+r+ 1)2)' 
	
1lrj2 	1 	 1 
2s2 + s ( + 2s2 (r + 2) + 2s2(r + 1) 	
(A.15) 
Next, from (A.6) we are considering two ranges. Firstly 
1<s< r+1 
where 
1 ( 1 	(s_1)2 1 
-- S2  x + r x + r + 1 ) I S 
giving 
1 - (s - 1)2 	r + 
1) 	
fr + 2\ 
( r 
in +ln ( 	) . 	 (A.16) 
S2 	S2 
And for the range 
r + 1 < s <r + 2, 
find 




Rr(s) j_r_1 (S2 	 x + r x + r  + 1) 
s – r – 2 (s_1)2(r-I-1'\ +in(2 ). 	(A.17) 14(s)  's-1) 	s 
From (A.?) there are two ranges to consider. So for the range 
1 r+3 
r + 2' 





2s2 2s2(r +2) + 2s2 (r+ 1) + 1 - 
s fT + 2\ 	- 
2 	(,r-i-1) 
(A.18) 
Also, for the range   
r+3 	r+2 <8< 
r+2 r+1' 
1 	1— 	1 
R,() = 	
s 
2s2(x+r+ 1)2 + 2 x + r + 3dx, 
- giving 
1 	r+1 s — i 	1 	1- S 
In Rr(S) 	 -  ___ ____ 	______ 
	
282 (8 - 1) 	2s2 - 282 + 2s2 (r + 1) + 2 (s - 1)(r + i))• (A.19) 




___ 	1 	f 	(-2)2 1 	1 	1 	\ 
Rr(5)= 
s
4s2 x + r - x + r +2) dx  
giving 
Rr(8) 	
1 	1 	r+1 (s_2)2  f(r+1)(s i) \ 1 ((r +3Xs_1)) 
- 2s2 2s2(s _1)+ 2s2 + 42 in 	2—s 	
)_in 
(A.20) 
For the range 
r+2 
r + 1 
S <r + 2, 
find 
/1 	(s_2)2 i 
Rr(
1 
S) f 	42 x+r4x+r+2)' 
giving 	
(s-2) 2 ( 
r  
r+i\ 1 (r+3\ 
- 	 R(s)=+ 4s2 In 	j4hr+2) 	 (A.21) 
Finally, for the range 
r+2 < s < r+3, 
it is found that 
____ 	' 	/ 1 	(s_2)2 1 
Rr(s)j 




r+11(r+3) 	(A.22) 14(s) - 	2s2 	42  
Now the averaged probability distribution is obtained from 
F(s) = 
12 00 
 7r 2 I1r(8), 	 (A.23) 
90 
so to find P(s) just sum up R,() over the various intervals listed above. For convenience 
(A.9) to (A.22) are relabeled as indicated at the rear of the appendix. First consider 
the interval 




P(8) = -[a(s)+fo(s)}, 1 
7 2 
=  
- 	1!  
2s(1 - s) + ' 1 - 5) 	2s2 + 2S 2 
P(s) = - 
6
. 
For the interval 
	
2 	3' 






1 	1 	1 
ns+ 	--------lnG  
) 
1 
7r 2  282 - 2 	s 2s(1 - s) 	2s2 	s 	- 
1—s 1 1 	1+(_1' 1—s 




+42 5 	4S2 252 
F(s) = 6 





it is found that 
12 
F(s) = 	[b(s)+cr(s)+dv(s)+fr(s)+gv(s)], 
but 
= 	k;-iii in( v+1 	+ v 2(1 	1 S 	) 1)+_ 2v 
11 
s (v+1 - 2s2 (v+2) +22( +1)1 
liir 	
1 	1 	 - 
5 	2 2r 
In (r + 
2s2(r+1)' 
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and the remaining terms in the sum are 
b(s) + c,-(,$)  + fr(S) + go(s) 
	
1 	11 	1 	r 	1 G(i s  In = 	 ______ 	 ____ s)) 
1—s 	1 	r 	1 	1 ( 	1 	1—s 
2s + 2r + 2s2 2s(1 - s) + 	(r + 1)(1 - s)) 	2s2 
1 	1 	1 	1 1 
+ 
2s2 (r+ 1) 	
—1n2— 	+S 4S2 2S2' 
- 1 (
r+1) 
2r 	1 ii 
s 	+ 2s2 (r+ 1) + 2r 42' 
thus for the range 
0 <s 1, 	= 	 (A.24) 
7 2 






12  [t d, (s) + e I (s) + 010: h, (s) + io (s) F(s) = 
jv (5)+kr(5)+1r()+ 	m(s)] 
v0 	 vr+1 
12, = 	00 	
r 
v=r±1 	 v=1 
e i (s) + io (s) + kr (S) + Ir (S) - di (s) + jo(s) - jr(5)], 
but 
00 
{d(s)+h(s)+m0 (s)} 	 (A.25) 
V=r+1 
00 - 	JJ_in(t1+1_ 	1 -1K In 
- vr+1 2s2 s 	v ) 2(1 + v) 2v 	2 	a2 	v 
in(:) ++ (5 2 ) 2 in( 1 ) 1 (v+ 3)} 
= 	 1 - 
N—oo 4 	N+1 	4 	r+3 	r+2 	2 r+1 N+1 
- fira jIn((r+1)(T+3)+(1+2)1( 1 1 
N 	(r+2)(N+1)(N+3)) + 2 r+1 - N+1)f' 






Id,, (s) + h. (s)+ j. (,$)} 
v=1 
= 	{11(v+1\ 	1 	1 	1 	(s_l)2 (v+i) In 
. 	 v)+__ s2 V=l 2s 
In v+2\ 1 	1 	1 	1_sIn(v+2'\} 
( + ) 
+ 2s2 - 2s2 (v +2) + 2s2 (v + 1) +- 	v + 1) 
11n(r+i)+
1 	1 	- (s _1)2  = -- 	-- ln(r+1)+ln 
2 2(r+1) S2 	 ( 2 ) 
1 	1 	i—s 1 N2) 
42  2s2(r+2) 
+ 	2 	' 
so with the remaining terms in the sum 
el (s) + i0(s)  + kr(s) + lr (S) — di (s) + jo (s) - j,(8) 
2—s 1 /2'\ 	1 	1 	s-2 (s_i)2 / 1 \ 	/2 
= 	--ln(—I--+—+ - 
	In 
2S2 J+in{- 2s2 	s \s,/ 4 2s 2 	 \s-1j 
1 s—i 	1 	i—s 	1 
- 2s2 + 2;2 (r+ 1) + 
	
(( S 2 in 
	
—1)(r+ 1) 
(s— 2) 2  In ((r + 1)(s _1)) 	
in (3Xs i: 
	
±1n2+ - 4S2 	2—s 	4 	S 	) 
—+ 	+ s2 1n2+ 2s2(r+2) - 2s2 (r+1) - 	in r+ 1) 
obtain for the range 1 < s 
P(s) - - I—+ lns+ 	in 12 11 	(1 	3) 	(s
-1)2 
(s - 1) — 
(s
-2)2 in(2 - 5)]4S2.2 [2S 2 
For 
< s < 2, 
it is found that 
12 
= 	[  > dv( s)+ ei(s)+>hv(s)+io(s) 
Lv=2 	 v1 





2 [{dv(s)+hv(s)+mv (s)}+ei (s) 
+io (s) + ko(s) + la(s) - di (s)}, 
93 
but from (A.26) 	 - 
00 	
1 
- 	 {dv(s)+hv(s)+m(s)}=1n3_ln2+' 
v=i 	 4 	 2 1 
and 
e l (s) + i0(s)  + k o (s) + la(s) - di (s) 
2-s 1 (2\ 1 	1 	s-2 (s_1)2 
(S -1 
 --lni-i-+—+ ln2s2 	.s \sJ 4 2s 2 	S 2 	1 
(2) 	1 	s-i 	1 1-s 1_1\ (s_2)2  (s-i 
	
+lii-+-- +—+ 	In ( 	1+ 	liii  2s2 2s2 252 s2 	\s - lj 4s2 	2 - s 
1  
iII 	 — ---- 
(3(s-1)\ 	
1 + iii2+ 1 — 1 -- i — u — 4 \ s 	/ 	2s 	s 	4 2,  
which again yields 
F( s) = 	
-2s 1 + ( - 	
ins + 
(s 
21)2 in(s - 1)- 
(82)2 
 in(2 - 5)] , (A.27) 
which is now for the range 
1 <5 <2. 
Finally consider ranges for r > 2 of 
r < S < r + 1, 
where 
12 r00 	 00 
P(s) = — I dv(s)+er(s)+hv(s)72 
Lv=r+i 	 v=r 




{d(s) + h0 (s) + m(s)} + er(s) 
+r—i(S) - dr(s) + Mr-l(S) + flr_2(S), 
but from (A.26) find 
00 	
3 
{d+(s)+m(s)} = 1nr+ 1n(r+2)-ln(r+i)+ -., 
also 
er (s) + r_i(S) - d,.(5) + Mr—l(S) + flr_2( 5 ) 
1 	r+1 	1 	1 s-r-1 = 	(1+r_s)_1n( s ) 2(r+1)+25+ 	s2 2s2 
94 
(r+1 	1 	1(r+l) 	1 
 
(s_1)2hi(r)+hi 	
+ )- . 
1 	1 	 1 r 	" 	r + 2\ 
+2+ 
(s _ 2 ) 2 hi 	 1 




2s2 4s2 	 S 	), 
which together give 
12 
F(s)— - 
- 	 .2 
fi 	(1 	 (s— 1)2  
—+ 	__) 	
ln(s-1)— (5_2)21n(s_2)]. 
(A.28) [23 s 4s2 
Then (A.24),(A.27) and (A.28) together give the function outlined in chapter 3, i.e. 
J 6 if  7 2 12 [/s_121( (A.29) 
(s-1) 	
1(s_2 	2 1s211 
. 	 . 
-- In 
. 	 / 	 ) 
I's 	II 
. 
, 	ifs ~ i. 
The functions used previously were labeled as below 
Fr (s) = a(s) - - 2(1-8) 1 	±1  + 1 in(i —s), 0 <s < 1 
Fr (s)b(s) _ — 	1 	— 1 +,lns, 
Fr (s) =cr(s) - 1 	 llfl ( 	s i—s 	1 - 2s(i—s) 	r 	r(i—a), - <s< 	1, 
Fr(s)dr(s) - 	1 11n(!±i)_ 	1 	1 s 	r 	2(1+r)+ r-4-2 
Fr(s)er (s) =(1+r_s)._i1n(E±-L_ 	1 
8 	8 	/ 	2(1+r) r<s<r+i, 
F, (s) fr(s) _r 	1 	1 	______ 	 ____ - - 28(1—a) + 1n ((r+ii_s)) - + 2s(r-f-1)' j:j < 5 <ril - r-f-2' 
Fr(s) = gr(s) 1 	 1 = - 	+ 	in (r+ 1 	2s2(r+2) + 2s2(r+1) <5 < 1, 
Fr(s)_hr(s) _() 2 in(L)+ln( 2.) 1<s<r1, 
Fr (s) dr(S) = s- r- 2 - ( 8 ') 2 l 	(r±L) +in(±a) 8 r+1< s< r+ 1, 
Fr (s) = jr(S) - 	1 1 	 1 	 n"- - 2s2 - 2s 2(r+2) 	2s2(r+1) + - 1 	ir+1j ' < 1s < - 	- r+2' 
Fr(s)=Icr() + 	+in( 	
1 - 282(8 _i) 	2s 	 2a 3(r+i) 	 (a—i)(r+1)) ' - 	- r+i ' 
Fr(s) = 1r (8) - 	1 1 	+ r+ ' + (a_2)2 in 	(r +l)(3-1) 	in ((r+3)(8_1)\ - - 28 2(8_i) 	 42 	 2—a 	- 	 a 	) ' < . < ±a - 	- r4-1' 
Fr (s) = Mr(S) = 7+ 	2 In (r+')   - 1 1n (') r 4 	 ' - ~ s 	r+2, r+2, 
Fr (s) = flr(8) - 3+r— 	(a_2)2 	 (!.± / - 	232 	+ 	452 	in (±) - 	in 3 r+2<s<r+3. 
Appendix B 
Evaluation of the total 
probability and the mean 
The total probability and the mean of the following function is required, which should 












s_1\2 	"s— i" 1 (s-2)2 1nIs2I1 
s~in( )__  s 4 	s 	. 
The following integrals will be useful in the calculation. 
In 
fool (s_i) 
1 — 	 ds=J —(l— ')hi(l—. ')ds 	1.1, 1 ds\ 	Sj 	\ 	SI 
fl 
In ( 
"s — i = I — 
ii S2 	\ 	) ds = —1 	 (B.1) 
Also 
J1 	.s \. 	s 	I J1 	S \ 










1 S 	 ) 
ds 
= 
J1 	 6 	 (B.2) 
foo f l 
+ln( 	)}ds = 
f 00 {. } 
5 	' S 
fs-1 











0-00 	 s 
1100 f +In 	s )I ds = –1. 	 (B.3) 
Also 
T =I. 	.. s I 	2sJ 	11 00  \ 	s,' I 	 2sJ 
= 100  I 1 +1+ 1 }d S  
001 r00 1 	00 111 1 °° = >J rds=>2_[-j n-2' 
n=3 	 n=3 
00 	 1 100 /1 	1 
n=l n 	 2)' = 	n(n+2)2nn+ 
= _('+), 
10 0 1s in (S-1  + +->d8 = 	 (B.4)  s I 	2sJ 	4' 
and 
1 	s J00 ' 	
= f 21 	2_S 	1 ()ds+j -j.lfl 
00 
s2 s S 
10 'dx 	 'dx = 	—lnx+ I 	In x, 2 j 2 






P001 	Is-21 	21 	'2 	
2 / -lnI Ids = I -ln( ") ds+ I00 1n('ds, i's 	151 	 jiS 	\. SI 	J 	S 	\. SI 
= [In xln(i + x)] 1 +[lnxln(1 - 
'ln(l+x) 	'ln(l–x) 





= - 	 JO 	dx, 
n=1i 	
dx – E fl 	 1 fl 
.2 	.2 




== / 	In 	IdS = --. 	 (B.6) Ji S ISi 	4 
Also 
f
00 	 2 	1 ' 12 




Jf12 	( s - 2 \–+ln IS 	S 	J) 
= 	1(s – 2) In 	
2 
sA 2 + [(s – 2) In (s-2 A, 
S 	l 	 S 
= In ((1 
= 	–2, (B.7) 
and finally 




= 	I dx+2+21n2 
ii 	3 	 8) j 	(1+x)3 
s + 2 	d +I' (_ 
:L I (~ n 	+2 	S, 2 	.=, " 	S ) 
S 
I 	21nx 	1' 1' 	2 
= 	{(1+ x )2] o + Jo x(l+ x )2 dx 











}ds = 	–2. 	 (B.8) 
Thus using (B.1) to (B.9) the total probability and the average can be checked. Firstly 






= —+ 	j[!+In(s-1 )] —2[ l ln(s—l )] + 	In ( S 2 JO S  S 	S2  
- – –  + in 	+ – in 	– - in 	ds, 
4  S 	 Is S 	J 	13 2 	S 	JJ J 




thus the total probability is 
JO 00 P(s)ds  









[1 	fs—i\l ( s -2i+lnI 	)i + i1+1+  [sln 
f\ 
IS 	\. 	S 	Ii \. 	S 	I 2sj 
1 1 
--I sin  
s-21 	 Is —  21 + 21 
. 	— I 	1 +2+ 	
+ [In 
is 5] s 	S 
11 s—i 
41 S 
1 	7r 2 = 
+ — 2(-1) + (—) 






thus the mean is found to be 
p00  
/ 	sP(s)ds = 1. 
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